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,Foreword

This is Volume II of Designing Studies of Extension Program

Results: A Resource for Program Leaders and Specialists. It contains

0

abstracts of 42 studies of Extension program results and meant to

support.Volume I, which refers to these abstracts.

Users should consult Volume I for introduCtory and background

information on this twovolume resource for program leaders and

specialists. HOwever, for convenience, the Preface of Volume I

reappears in Volume II immediately after this foreword.



PREFACE

For both accountability and administrative decisions there is

increasing need for State Cooperative Extension program evaluation

studio_ which are credible to,State and Federal legislators and

executives, university leaders and Extension adMinistratOrs. This need

is made apparent by the recently adopted Extension Accountability and

Evaluation System. The system calls for the Extension Service, USDA, to

provide staff development' and technical assistance to State ExtensiOn

Services' studies on the inputs, operations and impacts 'of Extension

programs. In January 1983, Extension Service, USDA, entered into a

cooperative agreement with the Maryland Cooperative Service through the

University of Maryland's Department of Agricultural and Extension

Education to develop and publish a resource publication on designing

studies to evaluate the results of Cooperative Extension programs.

The purpose of this two-volume resource is to advise state

administrative program leaders and others with program evaluation

responsibilities on designing methodologically-defensible studies of

program results including social and economic impacts. This resource

may also aid in the development of more uniform standards for program

evaluation within Cooperative Extension.

Volume I of the resource reviews selected study designs. These

illustrate different.approaches to examining the extent to which

clientele behavior or status can be attributed to an ExtensiOn program.

In order to show the feasibility of using a variety of evaluative study

designs in examining program results, Volume II of the resource includes

abstracts of 42 studies as examples of these study designs. The

abstracts were selected to represent Extension programs in agriculture,
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natural resources, community development, 4-H youth, home economics and

an overall county Extension program. Each study exemplifies one or more

of four basic study designs: (1) survey (ex-post facto), (2) time-

Series, (3) comparison group and (4) field experiment. These study

designs and example studies should in no wayclimit future evaluation

effort's; they are intended. to provide State Extension Services with

background knowledge for designing studies applicable to their own

evaluation interests and needs.
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AGRICULTURE

Awa; Nioku E. and L. Van Crowder, Jr. "Communication Linkages with Lewis
County Dairy Farmers," Department of Communication Arts, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, 1977. 10 pp. (Report) (KAPPA, pp. 7-9)

:PROGRAM DESCRIPTION'

This study examined the place of the Cooperative'Extension among the

sources of information utilized by dairy farmers in Lewis County,

N.Y. It does not deal with any specific program of Extension, but
merely cites the general goal of Extension as "diffusing among the

people useful and practical information on subjects relating to
agriculture and home economics."

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

This study focuses on examining the role'of Extension, along with other
sources, in providing information to dairy farmers. The specific study

purposes outlined by the authors are identification of the following:

(1) Principal communication channels used by Lewis County dairy

farmers

(2) Farmers' perception of Extension credibility

(3) Socioeconomic characteristics of farmers that might have a bear-

ing on their relationship with-Extension

To answer the study questions, a random sample of 60 Lewis County__...___

dairy farmers was selected from a list of such farmers maintained by

County Extension personnel. Data were collected by personal interview

using a "semistructured interview form." A copy of the instrument was

not included in the report. Fifty-three usable interviews were obtained.
The authors report that "in terms of size of operation, number of cows

kept, and gross income, the respondents were quite representative of the

larger population of north country dairy farmers." Ninety percent of

the respondents reported membership in Extension.

Sampled farmers were questioned concerning the sources they used for

farming information, and were asked to rate those sources in various

ways (most helpful, most trustworthy, and so on). They were also

asked specific questions concerning Extension, probing whether Ex-

tension or commercial dealers would be more trusted in the case of

conflicting information, and asking farmers to rate various tech-

niques by which Extension could communicate with the farmer (printed

reports, radio, TV, and personal 'contact) .

INDINGS

Other Program Related Findings

The study offered interesting insight into farmers' use of various in-

formation sources.. When asked the "most helpful" and "most trust-
worthy" sources for information, more farmers cited Extension (41.5

percent and 39.6 percent, respectively) than other possible sources.

However, with regard to "most often used for agricultural, scientific,
3
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or technical information" and "most likely to have latest agricultural

developments," special interest magazines were most frequently cited

(41.5 percent and 49.1 percent, respectively), with Extension being

the second most commonly cited'source (30.2 percent and 18.9 percent,

respe6tively). "Friends and relatives" were the source rated "most

influential when making farm practice decisions (34.0 percent) with

Extension and commercial dealers tied for second place (26.4 percent

each). If faced with conflicting information, farmers would choose

to believe the Extension agent rather than a commercial dealer by a

large majority (81.1 percent).

Among techniques used by Extension for communicating agricultural

information, printed media were-rated most highly.

CONCLUSION

The authors' conclusions concerning Extension's role in providing the

farmers with information may be quoted directly:

"Extension agents are not always the primary nor the most fre-

quently contacted source, but they do seem, important as 'in-

formation validators.' And, farmers know that they can depend

on Extension for timely information about new developments in

farming. In general, our findings indicate a tendency for farmers

to look to other sources for initial information, with the Exten-

sion agent assuming an intermediate role."



HOME ECONOMICS

Bogenschneider, Karen. "Learning Patterns of Young Mothers in a Rural
Wisconsin County," Home Economics Journalism, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1977. 184 pp. (Thesis) (KAPPA, pp. 35-37)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Reaching young mothers has long been a concern of Extension educators.
Some of the recent research on self-planned learning may provide po-
tential for reaching these "hard to reach" people and may be fundamental
to the future of adult education.

The primary purpose of this study was to examine the self-directed
learning patterns of young mothers. Self- directed learning is defined
as taking the initiative (with or without the help of others) ikdiag-
nosing one's learning,needs, formulating learning goals, identi70_ng
resources for learning, implementing learning strategies, and evaluat-
ing learning outcomes. The study was also designed to identify and de-
sCribe selected factors which influence this information seeking, and
to draw implications for adult educators interested in reaching women
in this "hard to reach" segment of the life cycle.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOli

The study focused on learning as it occurs naturally in the everyday
lives of women aged 21 to 28 in Iowa County, Wisconsin. The survey

investigated the w ys mothers actually learn. All learning projects
by which responder s gained knowledge, understanding, or skill about
a subject were in luded, regardless of the quality of the learning.

A probe interview technique was used to help subjects recall their
learning projects. A learning project was defined as any deliberate
effort to learn which added up to at least one hour in the prior year
(Since one purpose of the study was to draw implications for Univer-
sity Extension, it was decided to include learning which could be ac-
complished within one to several hours, such as how to preserve tomatoes).
For example, if a person decides to learn about disciplining a child,
she may read a book, attend a class, talk to an intimate friend, and/or read
an article in a magazine. Learning resulting from casual conversation,
casual television viewing, recreational reading, or observation was not

included in this study.

The instrument was specifically designed to seek present learning patterns.
Respondents were asked to identify the "most important," "second most
important," and "third most important" source of information for each
learning project.

Data were obtained from a sample of 78 selected randomly fromthe total
number of women aged .21 to 28 who had borne children within three years

prior to the study according to records in the County Register of Deeds

Office. Of the county's 19,306 people, all but 5,560 lived in rural

areas in 1970.

Interviewers were trained by the author. Of the sample of 78, only

four were not interviewed. A letter was written to all potential re-

spondents, followed by a personal interview. The study is based upon

self-report data.
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KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

Any subject the respondent reported learning about was included in

the study. Types of knowledge gained through learning projects by

percent of the 74 young mothers are as follows: 56 percent in occu-

pational (on-the-job) training;53 percent in personal development

(e.g., physical health); 95 percent in family competence (e.g., child

development, parenting, and housing design); 43 percent in social re-

sponsibility (e.g., "the election"); 78 percent in self-fulfillment

(e.g., arts and crafts).

Other Program Related Findings

Four percent of the sample were members of Extension homemakers organi-

zations. Thirty percent of the sample were farm wives, and 40 percent.

had some formal education beyond high school.

Almost two-thirds of the sources of information cited by respondents

for their learning projects were individuals, over two-thirds were

nonprofessionals. Anothet 10 percent were those associated with a
business geared toward sales of a product or service. The remainder,

a little over 20 percent, were.experts, i.e., professionals paid

to provide informatioh.

Almost three-fourths of the sources were individuals or groups, while

mass media and materials accounted for about one-fourth of the sources.

Seven percent of the total information sources used originated from

public agencies. Of the most important specific sources of infor-,

mation cited by respondents, University Extension was mentioned by

name as constituting six percent Of the group sources (compared with.

vocational schools constituting 32 percent); one percent of the mate-

rials sources (compared with books constituting 69 percent); and less

than one-half percent of indivislual sources (compared with intimate

nonexperts constituting 32 percent). Sources of information which

had been used by respondents through different mass media channels,

e.g., TV and newspapers, were not investigated by the study.

When selecting preferences for learning about home and family subject

matter, 36 percent of the mothers indicated interest in joining an

Extension homemakers 'club, followed by 33 percent indicating interest,

in a couples' club.

CONCLUSIONS

University Extension was not reaching the young mother to any great

extent, even though their learning projects were concentrated in. home

and family areas.

Young mothers are learning, and are relying to a great extent on

business and nonprofessional information sources in the home and'

family area.

6



NATURAL RESOURCES

Brown,.L. "Some Significant Woodland Management Practices of Two Selected

Small-Woodland Owner Groups in Wayne County, Tennessee."(Masters Thesis)
University of Tennessee, 1967. (SMC pp. 81-84)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A series of nine woodland management meetings were held over a 30month
period from 1964-66 to teach basic forest production and management
practices to small-woodland owners in Wayne County, Tennessee, in order
to facilitate the development of timber resources and improve the po-
tential of forestry as an enterprise in the county. The intended out-

comes of this program include: the recognition of value of forest

holdings in terms of potential for increased pluduction and income;
an increase in knowledge of fundamental woodland management practices
for improved timber production; the adoption of recommended woodland
management practices, such as control of grazing, thinning of woods,

establishinga diameter limit for trees to be cut, marking trees for
selective cutting, etc.; participation in Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation (ASC) assistance programs; and the economic development

of timber resources to full potential in Wayne County.

Although the author does not specify who was involved in`the program
delivery, it is indicated that the study is intended to guide the Wayne

_

County Agricultural Extension staff in educating small-woodland owners.

The methods used to publicize the program are not specified; however,
sources of timber market information and woodland management advice are
ranked. The major sources for both types of information include com-
mercial lumber processors or dealers, Extension Service agents and
foresters, and professional foresters.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purposes of the study were to:(1) compare the characteristics of
small-woodland owners in Wayne County who had participated in the program
with the characteristics of nonparticipants, (2) determine which recom-
mended forestry practices participants and nonparticipants had adopted,
and (3) identify some of the factors which had influenced the target
clientele to adopt or reject the practices.

The 1966 ASC farm listings were used to obtain the names of 1,030 wood-
land owners in Wayne County. The study population was limited to 1,000

small-woodland owners having between five and 2,500 acres. This popula-



ti6n was divided into two 'Comparison groups: the program participants

(defined as individuals who'had attended at least Cour of the nine forestry

management meetings) and the nonparticipants (thuse who had not attended

any meetings). Out of a total of about 200 meeting 'attendees, 60 had

attended four or more. Of these, 51 were selected for the study sample.

The nonparticipant population was also represented by 51 individuals.

The study sample was dispersed throughout the county.

Each of the 102 small-woodland owners was personally interviewed by the

county agent with a prepared interview schedule. The schedule was pre-

pared at the request of the National Extension Committee on Organization

and Policy, and'incorporated changes appropriate for Wayne County application.

The schedule was designed to reveal characteristics, production practices,

and factors influencing practice adoption of small-woodland owners. Opinions

of the interviewer regarding the observed attitudes and interests of the

interviewers were also recorded.

The indicators of program impact were provided by the comparison of the

forestry management practices of participants and nonparticipants. A

numerical rating system was used to classify the management levels (range

from 1 for "awareness" to 5 for "use" of practice) of each interviewer

on the basis of questions regarding 20 recommended woodland management

practices. The average practice diffusion ratings for each group was

used to make inferences about the effectiveness of the program in in-

fluencing the practices of the participants.

The analysis consisted of tabular array of the data and narrative de-

scription. Means were computed in some instances.

FINDINGS'

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

All of the participants and most of the nonparticipants (92%) were

aware of the ASC tree planting practice. Nearly all (98%) of the

participants and one - third of the nonparticipants were aware of

the ASC timber improvement practice.

Practices

Participants tended to have tried the practices,while nonparticipants

were only "interested" in them.

Participants had a higher average practice diffusion rating than non-

participants on 19 of the 20 recommended woodland management practices.

The greatest rating differences between participants and nonpartici-

pants were noted for the following practices: (a) participation in

non-government forestry program (5.00 versus 1.69); (b) getting ad-

vice of profesSional foresters (4.24 versus 2.10); (c) planting trees

to reforest woodland (3.39 versus 1.33): (d) participating in the ASC

forestry program (3.69 versus 1.71); (e) starting to harvest within a

year after marking (3.14 versus 1.69); (f) marking trees for selective

cutting(3.10 versus 1.76); and (g) preparing ground for natural seeding

or planting (2.16 versus 0.84).

.8
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e.

Forty-three percent of the participants and 40 percent of the non-

participants had used the ASC tree planting practice; however, only

16 percent of the participants and none of the nonparticipants were

using the ASC timber improvement practice.

Other Program Related Findings

Eighty-two percent of the participants and 25 percent of the non-
participants mentioned the Extension Service as a source for timber

production cost information.

The Extension. Service (county agent and Extension forester) was mentioned
'by 12 percent of'all. the interviewees as a source of timber market'informa-

tion. Sawmill operators, lumber dealers, papermill company representatives,
and timber buyers were cited'by larger percentages of the interviewees as
information sources (42 percent, 38 percent, 18 percent and 13 percent,

respectively).

CONCLUSIONS

The author infers that the meetings and demonstrations in Wayne County
tended to attract potential adopters and/or innovators, due to the finding

that the participants in the sample tended to be more innovative and have

characteristics similar to the innovators of other studies.

9



AGRICULTURE

Dardeau, J.L. "Factors Associated with Adoption of Recommended Rice Fertilization
Practices by Rice Farmers of Vermilion Parish, Louisiana," 1971. Master's Thesis,
Louisiana State University, 1971. (SMC pp. 52-51)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The differences the rice farmers in Vermilion Parish that practice
proper timing of fertilizer to, rice and those that do not are examined in
'terms of personal and social characteristics, their attitudes, and par-
ticipation in educational activities conducted by the Extension Service and
the Experiment Station. Extension activities include parish rice meetings,
field days, newspaper articles prepared by Extension, Extension circular
letters, Extension farm visits, and general contact with the county agent.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The total population was the 1,213 rice producers of Vermilion Parish
found on the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service list of
rice producers. A modified random sample of 100 rice farmers was obtained
by selecting every 12th name from the list. Each producer was personally
interviewed using a prepared schedule. Data were collected on personal
and farm characteristics, their sources of information, participation in
Extension and Experiment Station educational activities, use of certain
recommended practices (including the use of preplant fertilizer applica-
tions, and topdressing with nitrogen at the first joint) , and the diffusion
information on recommended fertilization practices. The author collected
the data with the help of the county agent.

Data were coded and processed by computer and tested using Chi-square
to determine significant associations between various independent variables
and the use of recommended practices.

FINDINGS

Other Program Related Findings

There were found to be significant associations between the ;adoption
'of recommended practices and higher levels of education (ninth grade
or more), larger farms (over 400 acres), and larger acreages of rice
(over 200 acres).

A positive association was found between adoption and membership in the
Farm Bureau (.02 of probability), The Farmer's Cooperative (.01 level)i
and the Rice Growers' Association (.01 level).

Farmers who heard of practices from Extension-Research were more likely
to be adopters for all four practices (preplant application, application
before or at permanent flood, top-dressing with nitrogen at first joint,
and timing of fertilizer application).

Attendance at. Parish Extension rice meetings and at Experiment Station
field days was found to be positively and significantly associated with
the adoption of practices at the .01 level.

11
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Adoption was significantly associated with the reading of newspaper articles

by Extension agents and of circular letters sent by Extension agents.

Fifty-four percent of the adopters were visited by Extension agents at

least once during the pact three years to discuss rice fertilization, as

compared to 7 percent of the nonadopters; in addition, 78 percent adopters

had spoken to the Extension agent by telephone or office visits at

least once in the past three years, while only 22 percent of the non-

adopters had done so. There is thus a significant association between

adoption and both farm visits and other personal contact with the

Extension agent.

CONCLUSIONS

Farmers who receive their information from Cooperative Extension and

research personnel are more likely to adopt recommended practices.

23
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COM141.1Nury DEVELOPMENT

Forest, Laverne. "Shawano County Leaders: An Evaluation of University of

Wisconsin Extension Land Use Planning Education," University or Wisconsin--
Extension, Madison, Wisconsin, 1977h. 15 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 84-86)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The overall. Extension program In Shawano County, Wisconsin, draws upon

the 13 program areas of the total University of Wisconsin system, with
the major emphasis on Cooperative Extension programs in: (1) agricul-

ture,daIry and livestock, crops and soils, forestry, farm management,
building and equipment, horticulture, and conservation; (2) home economics --
family living, housing, interpersonal relations, consumer resource manage-
ment, food and nutrition, crafts and cultural arts, Extension Home-

maker Clubs and 4-H projects, Expanded Food and. Nutrition Education
(EFNEP); (3) 4-H and youth-citizenship, recreation, leadership develop-
ment In more than 50 project areas; (4) community resource development --

leadership, business and industry, environmental resources, recreation,.
governmental process, land use planning and housing; (5) continuing
education for professionals -- the arts, business, education, social work,

public affairs, law, government and community development, health,
agriculture, women's and family living, and communications. Programs

were delivered to county residents under the direction of the University

of Wisconsin Extension Service, and through the services of the five

Extension agents based in Shawano.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The stated purpose of the study was to determine. the "perceptions" of

Shawano County leaders toward activities and benefits resulting from

Extension Service land-use planning programs. Sub-questions addressed

to the community leaders surveyed included: (1) How and to what extent

have leaders been involved in land-use planning activities? (2) What

are their perceptions of Extension Service input? (3) What are the

current attitudes and commitments to the program? and (4) What are

the perceived benefits derived from the program? The study design

comprised a simple survey conducted via telephone interview question-

naire of 238 county leaders. The composition of the survey sample was

as follows: 167 appointed or elected officials; 45 "influential" leaders,

so perceived by county residenta6 persons whn both held official
positions and were perceived as "influential." Selection criteria are

not otherwise reported.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

All findings were self-reported perceptions of community leaders.

Of the leaders contacted, 65 percent reported that they had "positive"

attitudes toward land-use planning measured by agreement -- disagree-

ment with nine items on an attitude survey. They also answered that

the educational activities of the Extension Service had been the "pri-

mary cause" of these attitudes. Leaders involved in the program re-

ported that they had become "more knowledgeable and committed" to

.land-use. planning due to Extension efforts.

13
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Practices

Of ,the community lenders contacted, 75 percent reported "involvement"

In land-use planning due to Extennion Service programs. In the

Shawano Lake area, the community resource development agent had boon
instrumental in'obtaLning it grant of $13.5 million to Improve sanita-

tion facilitiea. The study found that the lenders interviewed were
continuing to work toward and were receiving more local support for
county -wtUe comprehensive planning.

End Results

The study found that the leaders questioned reported a range of per-
ceived benefits to the county from the land-use planning, with "environ-
mental" and "health and safety" improvements predominating. The

'study also, reported perceived economic and educational "benefits" to

the cou t fro the land-use planning, but noted that "no actual mea-

surement o efits have been obtained." The program goal was to

gain communi support for and participation in land-use planning.
Survey data indicated that 60 percent of all leaders in Shawano County
were eventually involvedowith most of them (87 percent) continuing their

involvement for several years.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the findings listed above, the study concluded that

'"this Extension education program is an example of how an intense,
focused effort over time can bring about significant changes in a
community when Extension cooperates with other groups."

14



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

ForeaG Imverno R., George Brotx, Carol Diggelman. "Environmental Education

for Devieton Maker::: An Evaluation of o Pilot Program," University of Wisconsin -

Extension, Madison, Wiecnein, J976. 96 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 81-82)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A three-year special -funds pilot project entitled the Environmental
Resource): Center (ERC) wan net up by the Extension Service of the
University of Wisconsin in close cooperation with the.' Committee on
Environment; EConomic, and Extension Education of the Milwaukee County

Board of Supervisors. The purpose of the program was: (1) to'sseem
hie and disneminate information on environmental problems (to deeittion,

milkers); (2) to develop and test skills and techniques for involving
Extension Service persunel in the community decision- making process;
and (3) to change attitudes and practices relating to the environment.
Three staff members (a technician, an educator, and a clerical em-
ployee) worked with the County Board of Supervisors and a variety of
community decision-makers in environmental groups, business, induct
government, and education in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin. The 'pm,
staff conducted workshops and meetings, published a newsletter, acte.
as n clearing house for shoreline erosion problems, lectured in .the
county schools, served on committees and task forces, and assisted
individuals and municipal groups. It also drafted resolutions and
reports for the County Board of Supervisors.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The authors state that the objectives of the study were to evaluate:
(1) the extent of the Environmental Resources Center's impact on and
success in Milwaukee County, (2) the extent to which the program met
,its objectives, and (3) the appropriateness of the original proposal.
With these objectives in mind, the authors caution, however, that
since this was a pilot program, much of the study was designed "to
learn what had happened -- not to prove or disprove success or

' failure." Three general approaches were included in the study de-
sign: a survey (for scope), in-depth problem analysis (for focus),
and interviews with key people (for perspective and clarification).
The instruments us6d for data collection included telephone inter-
views with a survey questionnaire to program participants, a criteria
questionnaire mailed to key program leaders, and personal interviews
wit;', key 'Community leaders. In addition, questionnaires were sent to
the air pollution task force and participants at the in-service, work-
shops for school teachers. The telephont questionnaire survey was

ik addressed to a stratified random sample of the 896 program contacts;
144 (of 156 selected) interviews were completed. The criteria question-
naire was sent to 36 persons of the program staff, Extension program

r leaders, highly involved program participants, government officials,
and'relource persons, and resulted in a return of 29 (80.8 percent)
questionnaires.
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FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

From the telephone survey it was found that of 115 who received the

newsletter, 73.9 percent reported it "increased understanding of en-

vironment issues, and 13.9 percent reported they had learned useful

technic-k1 information from it." It was also found that of those who

had participated in the workshops (n=40), 77.5 percent reported "in-

creased understanding" and 44.2 percent repor Ned learning useful

technical information.

Practices

The various.strata of the telephone survey reported that 64.3 percent.

to 80.8 percent "used the information" received from the program,

while 76.9 percent to 81.7 percent "shared information," and 46.1

percent to 63.5 percent "tried to influence others" as a result of

the program information. The program prompted the County Board of

Supervisors to pass resolutions on shoreline erosion.

E d Result's

Any available evidence on amounts of. money potentially saved,by'Mil-

waukee Courfty appeared "inconclusive." For other environmental problem6

addressed by the program, the study finds that it was probably "too early

to tell if ERC information" would have an eventual impact on Milwaukee.

County.

Other Program Related Findings

The study found that the "level of satisfaction" with the program. as

a whole was high among."many people, "-but the authors were concerned

that it "should have been higher with key groups like local and county

government officials."

CONCLUSIONS

The authors conclude that understanding on specific issues due to program'

intervention was "fair to good."

Concerning the ability of the program to influerice decision-makers, the

authors concluded that although major and long-lasting Policy changes

take time, "ERC proved that an educational system can work closely with

a political system."

27
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OVERALL EXTENSION PROGRAM

Forest, Laverne B., and Mary G. Marshall. "-Impact of Extension in Shawano

County: Conclusions and Implications," Division of Program and Staff Develop-
ment, University of Wisconsin -- Extension, Madison, Wisconsin, 1977. 44 pp,

(Report) (KAPPA pp. 227-229)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The overall extension program in Shawano County, Wisconsin, draws upon the
13 program areas of the total University of Wisconsin system, but the major
emphasis has been on Cooperative Extension programs in: (1) agriculture --
dairy and livestock, crops and soils, forestry, farm management, building
and equipment, horticulture, and conservation; (2) home economics -- family
living, housing, interpersonal relations, consumer resource management, food
and nutrition, crafts and cultural arts, Extension homemaker clubs and 4-H
projects, Expanded Food and Nutrition Education (EFNEP); (3) 4-H and youth --
citizenship, recreation, leadership development_in more than 50. project-
areas; (4) community resource development -- leadership, business and in-
dustry, environmental resources, recreation, governmental process, land-use
planning,and housing; (5) continuing education for professionals -- the arts,
business, education, social-work, public affairs, law, government and communi-
ty development, health, agriculture, women's and family living, and communi-
cations. Programs ar,e delivered to county residents under the direction of

'the University of Wisconsin Extension Service, and through the services of
the five Extension agents based in Shawano.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purposes of the study were: (1) to increase understanding both among Ex-
tension personnel and external influentials of how various program areas fit
together in their overall use by a total county population; (2) to determine
the overall results of Extension efforts in a county;- (3) to increase under-
standing of how evidence can be secured, communicated, and used effectively
in such an overall evaluation.

The evaluation was conducted through review of program inventories and tele-
phone surveys; the surveys were conducted by trained University of Wisconsin
Survey Research Laboratory interviewers. Program inventories were pre-

pared giving a record of programs conducted, subjects presented,and approxi-
mate attendance, providing an overview of agriculture, 4-H, home economics,
resource development 461d other areas. In the leader survey, 238 county

and,community leaders were interviewed. A random sample of 1,192 adult
---'residents made up the total county survey, and respondents feeling they had
"some" or "a lot" of contact with Extension ("considerable contact" respondents,
n=174) were asked further questions, according to one of two interview

.schedules. In addition, a sample of high contact respondents were identified
by Extension personnel. Aocomplete description of all aspects of study
methodology and samples of survey instruments are available, and some of
the included information is from these supplementary sources.

17
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FINDINGS.

End Results

Considerable contact respondents (n=174) reported they received benefits

from Extension in such areas as: home, health and safety (29 percent "very

much" benefit, 42 percent "some benefit"); natural environment (27 percent

"very much" benefit, 39 percent "some benefit").

Both men and women felt they and their families received home, health,

and safety benefits. Both lower-income and higher-income persons with
considerable Extension contact perceived., economic benefits from Extension.

Thirty eight percent of those with less than $8,000 total annual family

.
income perceived "very much" economic benefit, and 37 percent perceived

"some" economic benefit from Extension.

County and community leaders felt Extension's traditional audiences received

more overall benefits than did other audiences. For example, over 50 per-

cent of the leaders felt that. youth_andfarmers r,ecei.veda"great , deal_of,_

help" from Extension, while 24 percent felt that city-village residents

receive a "great deal of help." Forty-seven percent.of leaders perceived

a "great deal of benefit" to the natural environment as a result of Ex-

tension work, 38 percent perceived a "great deal of benefit" in health and

safety; and 34 percent perceived a "great deal of benefit"-in economic im-

provement.

Other Program Related Findings

Some form of contact with Extension over the 15-year period, 1960 - 1975,

was reported by 76 percent of the general county sample; 15 percent re-

ported "some" or "a lot of" contact.. Of the community and county leaders,

only 7. percent reported no contact; 48 percent had a great deal of per-

ceived contact. More people in the sample reported being reached by mass

media than by other techniques. Twenty-nine percent had contact only

through mass media.

Respondents had received many kinds of information from Extension: most

frequently mentioned by those having considerable contact (n=174) were the

areas of home and family life (60 percent), insect and weed problems (55

percent), land use and zoning (55 percent), nutrition and better eating

(53 percent), and gardens, lawns, and flowers (51 percent).

Most leaders and "considerable contact" respondents thought Extension did

a good or excellent job. They rated Extension as "good" or "excellent" on

the following criteria: deals with important issues (77 percent), effective

(71 percent), efficient (68 percent), and worth the tax dollars (63 percent).

CONCULSIONS

Relative to the findings reported above, the following conclusions were

drawb: (1) most adults in Shawano County have contact with Extension;

(2) individuals, groups and communities all benefit from Extension; and

(3) citizens and leaders make positive judgments about Extension.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Frye, Ellen and D. R. Miller. "Evaluation of the Connecticut Cooperative Ex-
tension Service Natural Resources Education Program for Community Land Use De-

cision Makers," Cooperative Extension Service, College of Agricultural and
Natural Resources, The University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, c. 1976.
61-pp. and appendix. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 91-93)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This program comprised a series of four workshops (1973-1975) on the
"Usaof Natural Resource Information in Local Land Use Decisions." The
workshops were offered to all 169 towns (townships) in Connecticut as a
combined effort of the Connecticut Cooperative Extension Service and the
Natural Resources Data Center of the. Connecticut Department of Environ-
mental Protection, with additional assistance from the local U.S. Soil
Conservation District and Regional Planning Agency.

The-purpose of-the-program was-to train local government officials to.
develop, understand, and utilize their natural resource information in
order to make more intelligent decisions concerning land-use manage-
ment.. The workshops provided sessions on how to catalog, interpret, and
utilize land-use data, and how to identify characteristics suitable for

land uses such as sanitary landfill, on-site septic tank effluent dis-

posal, transportation, and public utility corridors. Workshops were

actually presented to officials in 115 towns in which about- 400 town

officials participated, including members of inland wetlands, conser-
vation, planning and zoning, town planning and sanitation commissions.

Five series of workshops were conducted (20 meetings), each by two dis-

cussion leaders.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purpose of the study was to discover whether tr not the program ob-

jectives had been met by addressing four specific questions: (1) What

is the value of the program as basic education? (2) Are program mate-

rials and concepts being used? (3) Should the program be followed by
future "in-depth" programs? and (4) What document resources were used to

carry out the program?

The study was designed as a quantitative-descriptive survey made up of

three components. First, telephone interview questionnaires were com-

pleted with 122 participants selected by cluster random sampling from

the approximately 400 persons who had attended the workshops between

1973 and the spring of 1975. These were planning and zoning commis-

sioners, engineers, and other technicians. At least one person was

interviewed, from each of the 115 towns in which workshops had been pre-

sented. Second,mail questionnaires were sent to Extension community

resource agents, U.S. Soil Conservation Service District conservationists,

and other professionals who coordinated the program: Third, the previous

five years of planning, zoning, and conservation records were reviewed

in a total of 28 towns, 19 of'which participated in the program, and

nine of which (the comparison group) had not been represented at the

workshops. The towns evaluated wee selected randomly according to

socioeconomic and population density criteria.
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FINDINGS

KASA (Knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

Of the workshop attendee returns, 71 percent reported that the know-
ledge gained from the workshops contributed to the level of natural
resource awareness in their towns. This was supported by examples
such as "had no prior knowledge ofthe subject" and "gained ability
to explain maps and soils to other commissioners." 'The questionnaires
returned by professionals indicated that the program learning of the
participants had contributed to decision-making processes in their
commission or office.

Practices

The study found that 71'percent of the workshop participant returns
'reported increased land-use activity since attending the workshop--for
example, wetland activities and new town plans. Of the 26 percent re-
porting "about the same" activity, most were already highly involved in
land-use the workshops begam_Participant_returns_in
dicated that 87 percent had used program data for activities in their
rovIns.

Questionnaires returned from professionals reported difficulty in at-
tempting to implement workshop recommendations; the professionals found
that'use of workshop information was not obvious. They felt some officials
used the resources but others needed assistance to be able to implement
recommendations.

_From the town record reviews,the study found that although some towns
not represented at the workshops already had good land-use programs,
the towns which were represented ranked higher in use of natural re-
source information generally; 30 percent demonstrated "high" workshop

influence and another 30 percent displayed "some" influence. Examples

of high influence were the development of a detailed system for evaluating
land-use decisions based on natural resources and the development of
single- factor overlay maps to update town plans. Examples of low in-
fluence situations can be found in towns that had no in-house staff and
relied upon district conservationists' recommendations on land-use de-
cisions. No results or impact,from application were reported. The study

notesth..:t land-use changes take time.

Other'Program Related Findings

Of the workshop participants, 82 percent reported that knowledge gained
from the workshops'had been shared with others, and 91 percent reported
that they would be better able to assimilate new information in the future.,

CONCLUSIONS

The study concluded that workshop materials and concepts had been utilized

in the towns to some extent, but not as much as originally expected. Maxi-

mum use of the workshop information was accomplished by members of con-

servation and inland wgtlands commissions,who said that they used the

information in decision making, and by town in-house professional staffs.
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HOME ECONOMICS

Goetting,-Marsha A., "Evaluating an Estate Planning Study-at-Home Course,"
Cooperative Extension Service, Montana'State University," Bozeman, Montana,

1982. 12 pp. (Report) (PDEMS)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The goal of the course is to acquaint participants with problems of and
tools available for estate planning so that they can recognize the need
for it and take appropriate actions. High fuel costs, vast, distances,and

unpredictable winter weather in Montana were reasons for developing the
study-at-home course rather than relying upon public meetings.

The course was reviewed for legal accuracy by various members and agencies
of the legal community.. The State Bar provided funding to help defray publi-
cation costs and assisted along with state associations of accountants,
bankers, and life insurance companies in helping Montana residents become
aware of their opportunity to participate in the course. Other'publicity
approaches included a weekly TV show, radio releases, and newspaper arti-

cles. PartiCipation in the course was free.

The ten-lesson course was prepared by the Montana Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice and included topics such as life insurance, wills, taxes, gifts, and,

trusts.

The study-at-home educational delivery method was supplemented by public
follow-up meetings on estate planning'held in 22 counties with an atten-

dance of over 1,000 residents. By the end of 1980, the first year of the

program, over 12,000 Montanans had participated by receiving mailed lessons.
The evaluation covers the program within the first year of its operation.

By the summer of 1982 participation in the program had totaled over 21,000.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

Unexpectedly large numbers of participants across the state created a deficit

in Extension printing and mailing budgets. Concerned legislators, administra-

tors and Extension program staff asked whether separate mailings of the

lessons o f the course were necessary, and whether lessons were read and acted

upon by course enrollees.

The majority of...the counties in Montana had completed mailing the lessons to

about 11,000 recipients by the end of May 1980.

.
Questionnaires were sent to a sample of 400 participants in September1980.

A random proportional stratification method was utilized. The number of

program participants .n each county was divided by the number of sample

participants appropriate to that county. For example, Cascade County had

1,350 participants, i.e.,, 11.6% of the total of state enrollment. Then

1,350/11.6x400 provided the selection interval for sampling from the

Cascade County mailing list.

The instrument was five pages in length and consisted of 36 questions. The

cover letter assured confidentiality for only the last nine (socioeconomic)

questions in the questionnaire.
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Across the State, a total of 206 survey forms were returned for a re-
sponse rate of about 52%. Response rate from the 49 county offices
ranged from 0% to 100%.

FINDINGS

KASA (Knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

A majority of the respondents became more aware of the serious conse-
. quences of not having an estate plan. For example, 68 percent discovered
that Montana law would not distribute propety according to their wishes
in the event that they died without a written will.

Examples of aspiration change include the findings that: based on the
lesson on trusts, 14% indicated their intent to form a trust while more
than 60% decided that they did not want to form a trust. Intent to con-
tact professionals varied from three percent intending to contact a, trust,
officer to 427 an attorney.

The lesson on taxes helped 31% of the respondents to develop the skill of
computing Federal estate taxes and 23% the skill of estimating Montana
inheritance tax.

Practices

Examples of practice change include: eight percent of respondents indicated
that they had written a will and 13% of those with existing wills updated
them. Percentages having contacted various professionals during or after
completing the course are as follows -- accountant (8%); attorney (22%);
banker (3%); insurance agent (8%); investment counselor (4%); and trust
officer (3%).

Other Program Related Findings

The majority of the respondents (67%) were female, and 84%' were matried.
Participant ages varied from 18 through 60 and over, with over one-third living
on farms or ranches and over one-third in cities. Responses were provided,
to a question asking estimated estate after subtracting debts and total
family income.

Few respondents reported not reading the lessons. Over 60 percent of
respondents felt the best way to learn about estate planning is a combine-
tion'of home course and public meetings, while only three percent felt a public
meeting alone is the best way to learn. A majority of respondents (64%)
felt that the best way to receive the lessons was once a' week.

Sixty-eight percent of respondents discussed estate planning objectives
with their spouse or other faMily member.

CONCLUSIONS

A study-at-home course can he an, effective Extension method to help partici-
pants recognize the need for estate planning in their situation. The course

seemed to influence many to review their sitUatisons, to plan estates and
modify their existing plans.
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HOME ECONOMICS

Glass, Patsy L. and Betty R. Reese. "Evaluation of the 'You Can Do It' Letter
Study Series for the Jackson Area of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service,"
Coopwative Extension Service, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1976.
34 pp. plus appendix'(Report) (KAPPA pp. 49-50)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The program, "You Can Do It," consists of teaching home repair and
maintenance tasks in the areas of electrical and plumbing repairs,
painting, and weatherizing homes. The goal of the program is to pro-
vide information that would effectively increase knowledge and skills
of limited and moderate income families about care and maintenance of
their homes. The program delivery was through three modes. The "You

Can Do It" TV series developed by the Texas Agricultural Extension
Service was shown- on local stations. At the same time, participants
received the letter study series paralleling the TV presentation, and
further explanatory notes from the area home, economics extension
specialists. The program was directed to limited and moderate income
families in nine southeastern Ohio counties.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purpose of the evaluation was to determine which of the recommended
repairs participants had performed both before and after the program,oand
to cetain estimates of money saved by doing these repairs. The evalua-

tion was a survey of participants. Approximately two weeks after the TV
series was completed, questionnaires were sent to all registered partici=

pants: those who had requested the letter study series to go along with

the TV series. To assure that they had in fact been exposed to the program,
participants were asked if they had received the nine-part letter series
and whether they had viewed the TV demodstrations. Participants were asked

whether they had performed each of the recommended tasks and whether this

occurred before or after exposure to the program. A total of 1,100 question-

naires were sent to registered participants.. The return rate was 24.2 per-

cent or 231 questionnaires; there was no control group.

FINDINGS

Practices

The two areas in which participants indicated they had performed more
activities after receiving the "You Can Do It" series were in making
(n=63) and using (n=27) low-cost cleaning products and in rearrangement
of storage space (n=74). More respondents reported they had done in-
terior.painting (n=115) and electrical repairs (n=103) before taking the

classes.

End Results

.One hundred tasks were reported completed by the 231 respondents for
a total estimated savings of $2,511.71. Most dollars saved were
thrdUgh exterior and interior painting tasks, but the greatest num-
ber of participants saved by doing their own plumbing tasks.
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Other Prelram Related Findings

The percentage reporting viewing the TV series was low, indicating a

less than optimal exposure to the program.

Thd ,information contained in the letters and fact sheets was quite well

received, appreciated, and very helpful. Persons who received this in-

formation used it, and everyone who responded plans to keep the materials

for future reference.

CONCLUSIONS

The television programs were not as important an aspect of the total

"You Can Do It" series as were the letters and fact sheets. The most

helpful information was on the subject of plumbing. The greatest amounts

of money saved were from the painting lessons. The most frequently used

materials were the lessons on storage and cleaning products.
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HOME ECONOMICS .

Kanarek, Linda. "Results of a One Year Pollow-Up Evaluation of the Consumer
Casebook Series," Cooperative Extension Service, Univernity of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut, 1978. 6 pp. (Rupert) (KAPPA pp. 51-53)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A Consumer Casebook Series prepared by the Cooperative Extension, Service
of the University of Connecticut, was presented as a five-part tele-
vision program and supported by a five-lesson correspondence course
made available to 800 residents. The purpose of the program was to
give participants information about specific practices to enhance their
capability as consumers. Content areas included procedures concerning
the checking of warranties, car repairs, contact with consumer agencies,
credit rating;- and reaction to misleading advertising.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The. purpose of this evaluation-was-to determine-if-the-participants-had-
actually used the information during the year which had elapsed since
the course ended and since the initial assessments were made. The 11

questions were intended to gain'specific knowledge about the content
areas most uded, ancillary uses of information provided in the lessons,
and suggestions as to how the structure of the course could be improved.
Many of the questions had a choice of three responses (yes, no, not needed,
i.e., "Have you asked for a written estimate before having your 'car re-
paired?"), while others.had a yes-no format, depending on need (i.e.,
"Have you come in. contact with any misleading advertising? if yes, what

did you do?"). Information was also obtained concerning the degree of
participation in the program, i.e., reading:none, some or L11 of the
information; and, viewing:none, some, or all of the television programs.
Demographic information such as sex, education, and occupation was alsO
obtained. One 'hundred people were randomly selected from all,participants;
90 were reached and interviewed for, the survey..

.FINDINGS

Practices

One year after the program, 95 percent, esponents reported using

the information, an increase of 26'pereent over original survey con-
ducted atthe end of series. Of the fftve different content areas covered
by the lessons, 21 percent of the respondents had used one; 28 percent,
two; 31 percent, three; 14 percent, four; and 1 percent all five. Re-

spondents used the information concerning the checking of warranties
most. (88 percent); the second most used lesson pertained to asking for

a written estimate for car repairs (53 percent). Thirty percent of
the respondents had contacted one or more consumer agenciesi, most often
the Better Business,Bureau and/or the Bureau of Consumer Protection.



Other Proyam Related Findine

The evaluation showed that 50 percent of respondents gained information
about a. business before dealing with the company, 36 percent came in
contact with misleading advertising; and, only seven percent had checked
their credit rating, presumably because most of them, 83 percent, had

no problem in this area.

Of the 90 respondents, 82 percent had either q high school degree, some
college, or a college degree. Thirty percent were homemakers, 11 percent

teachers, 11 percent retired, and 47 percent were considered as "other
professionals." Twenty five were male, 65 female.

Most respondents conveyed the feeling that the program was "very well
put'together" and enjoyable, had no suggestion for improvement, learned
a great deal.from it, and would not hesitate to take another program
such as this offered by the Extension Service.

CONCLUSIONS

The lesson areas about Wariantiei-and car repair Were the most appli-
cable in participants' daily lives. Other information from the lessons
was used as needed.

3Y
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Rockwell, Kay S.,
Advanced Training,
Extension Service,

ipo pp. (Report).

4-H YOUTH

Roy F. ;itehier and Louise E. Rudman "4-H's Influence on
Careers and Leadership Roles in Adulthood." Cooperative

University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska. 1982.

(PDEMS)-

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Goals of the Nebraska 4-H grogram have included: learning to respect,

communicate with, and get along with people; developing an inquiring mind
and a feeling of self-worth; understanding and practicing. family living
skills; learning citizenship; and learning resource management and problem

solving. Over the past several years, the Nebraska 4-H program has in-
cluded the components: (a) career education (including economics, jobs
and careers), and (b) education in leadership, citizenship and community
development through various curricula and educational delivery methods.

These two components of the 4-H program in a 13-county area in northeast
Nebraska are the,focus of this study. Relevant projects in these two con:

ponents have included community awareness, and methods have included judging
and participating in demopstrations, committees, and special career days, as

well as junior leadership and.camp counseling.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

Purpose of the study was to explore whether adults,-ages 25-36, feel their
earlier 4-H experienceg (a) contributed to their selection of advanced
education and/or career, and (b) affected their leadership in occupational
or community activities.

The 13 counties of northeast Nebraska were divided into counties having
small, medium and large 4-H enrollments as of 1978. Two counties were

randomly selected from each size category. A list of names of individuals
who had been 4-H members in these selected 'counties, and who were born
between 1944 and 1954, was identified. Individuals from this list were
eligible for the study if they had been enrolled in 4-H for two years or

longer. Television members or special interest members were not eligible

to be included in the study.

From the total number of 4-H alumni thus eligible for the study, 10 percent

in each county were randomly selected for the sample. If an address could

not be located after checking with two sources of information, an alternate

name from the list was randomly selected for substitution.

The questionnaire asked respondents about such topics as their 4-H member-

ship, individual characteristics, education and occupation, the influence

of-4-H on adult roles, and perceived benefits received from 4-H.

Questionnaires were mailed to 499 individuals with a completion rate of

65.2%. Rates of return were higher from individuals who had been 4-H

members for a relatively long time (four years or longer). Over two-thirds

of respondents had been 4-H members for four years or longer; over 80 percent

had had formal education beyond high school. The mode of analysis was to

correlate frequency distributions of the various types of data from the

survey.
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VINDINCS

AtIRISIXVAgir'

kospondents.were likely to feel that they had benefited from 4-H by
learning skills such an sewing, cooking, and feeding livestock (79%),
but less likely to feel that 4-H had helped in: "learning about record

keeping" (43%); "raising it family" (27%); "making better use of time"
(257,);, "planning toward an occupation" (18%) and, "speaking in public

meetings" (1.8%). individuals with longer memberships in 4-H were more

likely to indicate that they had received the above benefits.

About 44 percent of respondents indicated that 4-H activities had in-

fluenced their choice of an area of study in higher education. Over
50 percent of respondents said that 4-11 activities had influenced their.
choice of potential career, and 40 percent said that 4-H had influenced
their choice of first occupation. Those respondents who had been 4-H
members for a longer time were more likely to say that 4-H had influenced
their choice of area of study.

For adult community and occuphtional leadership roles such as conducting
business meetings and speaking before groups, the percentage of respondents
indicating 4-H had been helpful in preparing them for these roles was:
"extremely helpful" -rabout 10%; "very helpful" - 30-37%; "helpful" - about
50% and "not helpful" - about 7%. Those who had been members six or more

years were likely to rate 4-H as extremely or very helpful in these roles.

Practices %

Individuals who listed their current occupation as in the medical field

were more likely to have participated in 4-H health and safety projects

than individuals in other types of occupations. Among males, those in

the farming occupation were more likely to have taken 4-H agricultural

projects than those in other occupations.

End Results

Respondents were likely to feel that 4-H had "taught them responsibility"

(68%) and given them self-confidence (56%). Individuals with longer

memberships in 4-H were more likely to report the above benefits.

Other Program Related Findings

Three quarters of the respondents lived on a farm or ranch during their 4-H

membership years and only one-fourth have continued to live on a farm or

ranch as adults. Reasons respondents mentioned most frequently for joining

4-H were that their friends were members and they were interested in 4-H

projects.:

CONCLUSIONS

Overall,' it appears that 4-H programs, activities, leaders, and agents have

definitely influenced 4-H members' choices of careers, higher education and

occupations. These impacts increase with length of 4-H membership. Four-H

progra s have also helped to prepare participants for adult leadership roles.

Being 4-H member for a longer time provides more help for many of the

adult od roles. The report recommends that 4-H expand skill development,
caree, exploration opportunities, and continue leadership activities including

,state 4-H conference,
28
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4-H YOUTH

Steele, Sara M. and Norman EVerson. "What Youth Cain from 4-H Animal
Projects," 4 -11 Youth Development and Program and Staff Dovelopment, Univer-'
pity of Wiaconsin -- Extension, 1978. 66 pp. pion attachments (Report).
(KAPPA pp. 141-43)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.

The goals of the 4-11 Animal Science projects, which involved 37,912
boys and girls in the state of Wisconsin, are designed in terms of
the general 4-11 goals, "to help youth acquire life skills." Each
year individual participants are enrolled in a project relating to
the care, raising, grooming, and breeding of one or more kinds of ani-
mals under' the guidance of a local volunteer project leader who is
trained and counseled by county Extension 4-H and agricultural agents,
with assistance from statewide specialists of the Cooperative Extension
Service of the University of Wisconsin. The Extension Service also:
provides literature on animal husbandry, and ideas and outlines lor local
meetings and activities; 'organizes leadership committees; and plans
and sponsors fairs, shows, and judging contests at the community;
county, and state level. In 1977, dairy projects were the most popu-
lar with almost 10,000 members; horse and rabbit projects follower".

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The reported Objectives of the statewide evaluation study were to-ob-
tain quantitative data on "perceived'impact and results" of 4-H,par-
ticipation 'in animal science projeCts in order to test this program
against the general goals of 4-H. To obtain this data.a survey was,
designed to collect,data on the following research topics: (1) learn-
ing specific to animal science projects, (2) learning from 4-H experi-
ences, (3) activities related to the project, and (4) the use of
Extension Service information provided to project enrollees.

The survey was conducted by means of telephone interviews with project
members 13 years of age or older ("older members"), and with parents
of members under 13 ("younger members"). From_the 12,741 animal ,sci-

ence enrollees in the:University of Wisconsin computer_in 1977,(about'.
45 percent of all Wisconstn animal science enrollees), a simple random
computer'sample was selected resulting in a total:sample of 341 pro- '

gram participants:, Of 221 older members in the, sample, interviews were
completed for 150 (68 percent); of-the 120 younger sample members, in-_
terviews'with-their parents were completed for 87 (73percent). Com--
parisons of the sample with the sample framework are tabulated for
characteristics such as age, sex,::type of animal project, and length
of particiOntion'in 4-H.

FINDINGS,.

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations).

The self-report survey, returns, indicated that informatiOn received from
various Extension related sources such as local, county., or state meet-
ings, 4-H literature,. county Extension agents, or project leaders was
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rated "a Lot" or "quite a bit" of, help by 82 percent to 97 per-

cent of the respondents. Ftcm the individual projects themselves,'97

percent of the older members reported they had "learned useful know-

ledge" as compared with.95 percent of the younger members (as re-

ported by their parents). Learning of "useful knowledge" was tabulated
for 12 project-specific categories including grooming, training, pa-
tience with the animal, controlling diseases and pests, and breeding.

End Results

Thesurveysasked'a number of questions relating to 4-H contribution to
"life skills," and found that program participation fostered "getting

along better with other youngsters," "a sense of values and goals," being

"a good citizen," having a better "understanding and value of him/herself,"

"being a better family member," using "good health and safety practices,"

"defining and solving problems," etc.

Other Program Related Findings

Most parents and youth think "4-H is great!"

The survey found that 88 percent of the older members and 89 percent of

the younger members responding had completed an animal project in 1977,

that 87 percent of the older members and 82 percent of the younger mem-
bers had exhibited an animal, and that 47 percent of the older members

and 30 percent of the younger members had given a demonstration or talk

about their individual projects.

A computer summary found that 28 percent of the animal science projects

were carried out by children under 12 years of age, 29 percent by
children 12 and 13 years of age, and 43 perCent by members 14 and

older.

CONCLUSIONS

The authors concluded that since 4-H,literature and project - related

activities are recognized as "highly rated" sources of information, and

both parents and youth recognized substantial learning from the animal

science project, this learning made an "important contribution" to de-

veloping "life skills." The 4-H animal science project is thus "reach-

ing its objectives," and these objectives are "valued oy youth and

pa :en Es . "
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4-H YOUTH

Summers, James C. and Frederick A. Zeller. "Urban 4-H in West Virginia:
A Longitudinal Evaluation," Center for Extension and Continuing Educa-
tion, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia, 1977. 231 pp.

(Report) (KAPPA pp. 144-147)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Urban 4-H Program focused on youth primarily from low-income,
inner-city families in selected sites within the cities,of Charleston
and Huntington, West Virginia. The program was the result of an ex-
panded budget allocation to West Virginia Extension of about $104,000
for new youth programs; about $68,000 was allocated for urban areas.
The following objectives of this program were similar to most youth
programs: (1) to develop a realistic, positive self-concept, (2) to
increase social adjustment skills, (3) to develop an awareness in
career exploration appropriate for the social maturity level of the
individual, (4) to increase skills that contribute to job satisfaction,
and (5) to develop leadership.

The initial target population of the program in the selected sites was
youth between nine and 12 years of age, with some flexibility on
either side to accommodate interested brothers, sisters, and friends.
The report did not describe the activities and delivery staff for the
program but seemed to imply that it was not atypical of most 4-H
programs. The unique aspect of this program, according to the authors,
was that it employed new methods of planning and development involving
the elltire state 4-H staff, other Extension staff, youth, parents,
community and agency people, and the evaluation staff; and that the
entire process was observed, documented, and evaluated by the evalua-
tion staff.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The report stated that the research and evaluation strategy was divided
into three separate phases:

(1) An examination of factors relating to the continuous. overall
program planning process;

(2) The organizational impact of the prOgram, which would examine the
processes and dynamics of integrating the urban program into the
regular programming process; and,

(3) An examination of the impact of the program on the client group
including, youth, adults, local groups, and organizations.

The remainder of this abstract is concerned only with phase three which
took two purposes and forms. The purpose was to determine whether or
not the program was enrolling youth typical of the population rather than
attracting only certain types. A sample survey of program participants
and nonparticipants was conducted to ascertain"characteristics such as
age, sex, family composition, race, income, intelligence quotient, and
school' attendance. The study was longitudinal -- 1973-74 and 1974-75 --
in order to determine whether or not certain types of youth dropped out
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of the program. In short, the purpose was to provide documentation

and evidence for planners to replicate the model planning proces

and to validate its ability to be generalized to the population of

inner-city youth.

The second purpose was to ,determine the .impact of the program in terms

of youth satisfactidn and change as perceived by the youth and parents.,

For the first survey in which, the youth were asked questions concerning

their satisfaction and changes due to the program, the sample size was

264. The sampling was stratified on the three kinds of affiliations:

"regular clubs" (i.e., the members met on a regular basis for an in-

definite period of time); "special interest" groups (i.e., the members

met for a specific purpose for a limited time period); and,"both" (i.e.,

the members' met both with "regular" clubs and "special interest" groups).-

Fifty participants were randomly selected from each of the three affilia-

tions in each of the two cities. The same sample was used for. the

second interview; the number of completed interviews was 212. The

same stratification was used to sample the parents. One hundred and

thirty-seven parents were interviewed in 1974-75 and 91 of these same

parents were again interviewed approximately one year later.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

From the first youth interview, 66 percent said that they acquired new

knowledge as a result of their participation.

From the first interview, 47 percent of the youth said the "experience

with the Program had started their thinking about possible career

choices."

From the second interview, "19 percent indicated definitely that Urban

4-H was not useful for thinking about the kinds of jobs they might

become interested in when they are older."

From the second interview, "62 percent indicated they believe that some

of the Urban 4-H activity might be helpful for jobs'held later on."

From the initial parent interview, 49 percent (N=137) of the parents,

said they noticed positive attitudinal and behavioral changes that

many attributedto their children's Urban 4-H participation.' Types

of improved changes included "play.with other children" (26 percent of

the parents so reported), "around home" (30 percent), "in school work"

(23 percent), "toward brothers and sisters" (15 percent), and !..'toward

parents" (22 percent).

rom the',parent interview one year later, parents were asked what 'they

thought their child had learned from participating in the Urban 4-H

Program during the year. Heavy emphasis of the response bearing on the

learning of physical type skills or skills with things as opposed to

interpersOnal behavior was found. For example, 29 percent of the parents

mentioned craft skills, 14 percent mentioned various new skills, and .

nine percent mentioned kitchen skills.; contrastingly, 11 percent mentioned

interpersonal. skills. Only seven percent failed to notice some attitudinal

or behavioral change. at all among their children as a result of the program.
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End Results

Innthe second interview parents were asked, "What particular changes,
if any, have occurred within your child as a result of being in the
Urban 4-H Program this year?" Twenty -six percent of the parents (N=74)
gave responses that were characterized as "better social development;"
24 percent as ."getting along with peers;" and 22 percent as "better
self-development."

Other Program Related Findings

From the first youth interview, 75 percent. (N=264) said the Program
had helped them make new friends. From the second interview, 90 per-
cent (N=212) reported that the Program had helped them make new
friends.

.

From the second infetvieW,_76percent."saw Urban 4-H as a good match
between the activitieg'they liked -most_and learning something new."
"Ninety-three percent said that they preie-fted to learn even more
about their favorite Urban 4-H activity:"

From the interview after the first year in the program, of the 264
youth interviewed in 1974-75, 179 (68 percent) reported that one or
more of their regular friends also belonged to,Urban 4-H. In addition,
a fairly strong relationship was., found between planning to remain in
the program and whether or not such regular friends also were participants.

Eighty-six percent of the participants who had such friends in the
program expressed definite plans to remain in it, compared to only 70
percent of those who indicated that they did not have regular friends
in the program. Still, the relationship is far from clear since over
one-half of the latter reported that the program had helped them to
make new friends.

CONCLUSIONS

"In each of the two cities the prograM attracted and retained .a suitably
large number of youth participants with the predetermined personal
characteristics required for participation (i.e., low- income, inner-
city youth between nine and 13 years of age)."

The authors concluded that most of the
'findings

were consistent with
the conclusion that the Program increased social adjustment skills.
The report cautioned that "while the data are consistent with the propo-
sition that participation in Urban 4-H is associated with expansion
of friendship networks for many youth,\they are not proof of it. Such
expansion may be a normal aging effect among people, with the same char-
acteristics as the participants. I

\
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Tait, John L., "Evaluation of the Spencer Area Leadership Self -Study Course,"

COoperative Extension Service,, Iowa State UniversityflAmes, Iowa, 1969. 4 pp.

(Report) (KAPPA pp. 107-109)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Spencer Area Leadership Development Correspondence Course, sponsored

by the Iowa Si.:ate University Cooperative Extension Service,was developed

for the purpose of increasing the leadership skills and abilities of

appointed and elected officials in voluntary community organizations in

rural Iowa.

o

Newly developed materials were organized into a seven unit correspon-
dence course on leadership principles and techniques. The first six

lessons were traditional correspondence course lessons which were re-

ceived and returned by mail. The seventh unit stressed the integration

of the information from the other lessons and was offered face-to-face

with the participants by Extension Service staff.

The six lessons were mailed in a two-week cycle, with the seventh

lesson being organized as soon as possible after the sixth lesson.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

To determine the impact of the training, a stratified random sample of

88 of the trainees was selected for testing from the 353 leaders who

enrolled in the course. The sample included leaders who completed all

lessons, some, lessons, and no lessons of the six offered. An interview

schedule was developed and administered three months after the comple-

tion of the course. Schedules were completed by 87 of the leaders.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations)

Twenty-three or 26.5 percent of those 87 community leaders who were

questioned perceiVed the course to be of "much use" in developing

their leadership skills. Approximately 50 percent (N=43) of the

community leaders evaluated the course as of "some" use in leader-

ship skill development.

Practices

Forty-six percent of the respondents reported that they made use of

the principles and,techniques learned in the organizations with which

they were connected. Most cited group techniques and communication

processes ,as the most useful outcomes of their educational experiences.

Other Program Related Findings

The Leadership Development Correspondence Course was considered by

the author as successful, especially in terms of the number of parti-

cipants completing, t e course (53) and the number that would recommend

the course to others (73).
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The combination of the correspondence lessons and person-to-lperson

interaction with instructors was perceived as innovative and will

be incorporated into any additional correspondence leadership training

efforts sponsored by Extension.

CONCLUSIONS

The correspondence course,with liVe integration of the content, was

considered successful in the light of the reaction of the respondents.

This was seen as significant in terms of the needs of rural Iowa

for leadership training.
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HOME ECONOMICS

yJ

Williams, M.J. "Educational Effects of a Home Economics Answering Service in
Iowa.,"' Journalism and Mass Communication, Iowa State University, Ames,'Iowa,
1978. 104 pp. (Thesis) (KAPPA pp. 68-70)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Answer Line was originated in 1975 to provide a toll-free telephone service
available to all Iowa residents to assist them with home and, family ques-
tions. The system was developed to: (1) provide immediate answers to
questions from Iowa residents, and (2) provide more opportunity for home
economists to develop and present Extension programs. Staffed by a home
economist, the service became part of the ongoing Extension program. Pro-
motion of the service was the responsibility of the county Extension staffs.
Brochures were available for distribution. News and radio releases were
also made available to each counfy home economist for local advertising.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

EJ

The purpose of this research was to look at one method of reaching an
audience with educational information. The objectives of this study were.
to determine: (1) the educational value and benefit of a telephone answering
service to clients; (2) how information was obtained before Answer Line was
used; (3) if first-time users of the service intended to use it again; (4)
the use of information received in future situations of similar nature; and
(5) if the clientele feels the information was accurate and useful for the
specific situation.

The service records of all incoming calls from March through August 31, 1977,
were used since it was the busiest period and also since there was a full-
time staff to record the calls for the sample selection. Of the 8,882
calls received during that period, adjustments were made yielding a total.
population of 6,707 for sampling. A random numbers table was used to select
a sample of 400 with a 95 percent confidence level;with 25 additional names
for nonresponse.

The study examined the sample of callers to ascertain their use pf and reactions
to Answer 'Line. Educational values and benefits of the service to the
client were considered through evaluation of the types of questions asked,
the way(s) the answer was used by the client, and use of any suggested sources
other than Answer Line. Data were collected in two stages: the actual ser-
vice records and a mail survey of service users. A 28-item,questionnaire
was developed to give three types of information about the respondents:
(1) demographic information to generate more specific information aboutthe
Andividuals_;_42)informationseeking processes before_colitac.fing_Answer Line
toshow information-seeking patterns for finding answers to questions; and,
(3) specific reactions to the service to show the individual's use and
perceived need of the service..

FINDINGS

Practices

Eighty-eight percent of the participants reported that the suggested
recommendation was tried immediately; 66 percent said the information was
used more than once, and 38 percent indicated it had been applied to
similar problems. 37 4"



Other. Program Related Findings

Over one-half of the respondents had used the local Extension office be-

fore calling Answer Line; after use of Answer Line, this number fell to

slightly under 50 percent. Of those who were using, and continue to use

other programs Of the Extension Service, more tended to be rural residents.

Between 85 - 100 percent of the respondents agreed (nine questions in

the section) that the,service was useful and that they were satisfied with

responses received.

Individuals tended to have heard about Answer Line through word of mouth

rather than through the mass media as had been predicted.

CONCLUSIONS

The result of this research, as well as other studies, seems to show a

definite role for telephone answering services in educational situations.

The advantages of telephone education are that it has the ability to reach

an audience separated by distance, to reach homebound or hospitalized

citizens, and to reach those unable to attend lectures or workshops. The

service can also reach individuals on a one-to-one basis. It can answer

their questions and also provide explanations which make the answers more

logical. The service also allows' individuals to keep their anonymity so

that they feel comfortable in asking any questions.
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,HOME ECONOMICS

White, Lynn and Howard Ladewig, "Texas Energy Extension Service, Lubbock Area
Office,- March 1978 - August 1979, Program Evaluation': Texas Agricultural Ex-
tension Service, Texas A&M University, College Station, .Texas. 1979. 36 pp.

(Report) (PUEMS)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Energy Extension Pilot Program in Lubbock, Texas was supported by
$58,000 from the U.S. Department of Energy. The pilot program was con-
ducted by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service over the period
March I, 1978, to August 31, 1979. The objective of this program in' the
Lubbock area was to help residential energy users assess their needs for
energy-conserving practices and to make informed choices on energy sa=ving
practices including selection of commercial products for implementing such
practices.

Information was provided on the subjects of inaulatiOn, home weatherization,
ventilation and moisture control, heating and cooling systems, energy-saving
living habits and alternative energy sources. Methods'of information de-
livery were: Extension-sponsored seminars for the general public and groups
interested in energy conservation (358 participants); presentations at
meetings of'organizations such as Lions Clubs, couts,:and housing associa-.
tions (3,300 participants); a six-part'letter,series on homes energy con-
servation projects and practices (15,300 recipients) offered through distri-
bution of enrollment flyers, exhibits at county fairs, home shows and mall
displays; responses to individuals' telephOne calls, for information and
publications (2,800); training 1,240' meMberS of organizations through
Extension volunteer leaders; and 'result.demonstrations with eight hoMemakers.
Through the pilot program a total of about 22;800 Lubbock area residents
were contacted.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

5

The U.S. Department of Energy advocates the individual home energy audit
as cost-effective in inducing energy-saving practices at an average pro-
gram cost of $72 per client. An evaluation of group and mail methods
of the Lubbock Energy Program was conducted in order to determine if,
methods costing less per client than the individual audit can be effective
in inducing energy-saving practices. .

The study obtained data on specific, self-reported conservation practices
completed 'before and during the Lubbock Energy Program by people who-had had
varying intensities of contact with the program, including no contact
at all. A total of 500 Lubbock area residents were selected for interviewing..
One hundred nonparticipants were selected tandomly from the Lubbock area
telephone directory. And7-100-names-were-seIeeted-randomly-from the
registration or enrollment lists of participants who had been exposed to
each:of four intensities of contact with the Lubbock Energy. Program. These

variations in_intensity, beginning with no intensity, are as follows:

Intensity 1: Comparison set of nonparticipants. Intensity 2: Participants

received an Extension letter series through their enrollment by organizational
or club officer, e.g., coop managers.. Intensity 3: Participants received ,

the letter series through self-enrollment in response to distribution of
enrollment flyers,'mall displays, etc. Intensity 4: Participants were ex-,

posed. to Extension presentations at meetings.or organizations, or clubs,
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followed by self- enrollment in the letter series. Intensity 5: Partici-

pants chose to attend Extension-sponsored presentations for the general

public and self-enrolled in the letter series.

A consulting firm conducted telephone interviews with those selected

for the sample. Respondents were questioned on their Concern regarding
'energy conservation, home ownership and length of residence at their

present hOme, energy meeting attendance and letter series participation;

sources of energy information, and adoption of energy-saving practices.

A basic feature of the overall analysis was to compare energy-saving
practices of the four. Intensity Groups and the Comparison Group.

FINDINGS

Practices

The analysis shows the percent of each of the five Intensity Groups (above)

who implemented, before and during the Lubbock Energy Program, selected
energy-saving practices (caulking and weatherstripping, insulation, attic
ventilation, windciw treatments, heating and cooling alterations, and land-

scaping). Based on all six of these types of practices, the average per-
centages of residents who implemented energy-saving practices before

and during the program are as follows:

Intensity 1:
Intensity 2:
Intensity 3:
Intensity 4:
Intensity 5:

15% before, and 18% during;
21% before, and 18% during;
13% before, and 22% during;
19% before, and 19% during; and,
29% before, and 18% during.

These findings indicate that all Intensity Groups had similar "during"

average performance rates across the six,conservation practices. Analysis

showed that 63 percent of the 400 participants adopted at least one con-

servation practice during the program, while 58 percent of the comparison
group completed at least one of the practices. The greatest average im-

provement (13% before and 22% during) in performance occurred in Group

3, i.e., the participants who self-enrolled in the letter series without

first attending.organizational meetings or seminars at which Extension

energy presentations were made.

Data also indicate a greater trend among Intensity Group 3 toward practice -

implementation during the program by family members compared with practice-

implementation prior to theprogram contractors.

Other Program Related Findings

Most respondents were homeowners occupying single-family dwellings.
Respondents generally were very concerned about energy conservation in

their homes. High bills rather than tax incentives were reported most

often as influencing adoption of energy- saving practices.' Time and money

shortages were reported.as the greatest barriers to completion of energy-

saving practices.

The cost of the Lubbock Energy Program averaged $2.57 per client.
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CONCLUSIONS

Inexpensive group and mail educational methods can be effective in
facilitating the adoption of home energy-conserving practices. The

use of group and mail methods through adding new program personnel to
an existing eduehtlonaldelivery system is more cost-effective than
individual service (energy audit) programs in inducing completion
of energy-saving tasks. Direct mailings to those who request infor-
mation without first attending energy piegentations seem especially
effective. In the Lubbock area:' such persons were doing the least
to save energy prior to the program, but after receiving the letter

A series performed energy-saving practices at a rate similar to that
of participants with more intensive program'contact.

Group and mail methods can facilitate family members toward performing
energy-saving practices rather than depending upon contractor assistance.

Policy makers who are responsible for energy conservation programs should
consider group and mail methods as provided by Cooperative Extension
Service.
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AGRICULTURE

Minot, Lee. "Stimulating Livestock Production in the Allegheny High-

lands: An Economic, Social, and Attitudinal Evaluation'of a University
Pilot Program," West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia, 1978.
104 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 10-14)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Allegheny Highlands Project (AHP) was an experimental program
jointly funded by West Virginia University ($214,455) and the
Rockefeller Foundation ($518,508). This report deals with the
period, 1970 - 1975. The AHP, characterized as an "Extension-type
program," had as its overall purpose to increase the economic and
social welfare of the population in the project area. The purpose
of the agricultural portions of the project were to introduce inno-
vative technologies to the livestock industry. Four specific ob-
jectives were defined.each in a different technical area:

(1) To bring about a 300 percent increase in forage and crop pro-
,

duction;

(2) To improve livestock selection, breedin, and marketin through
selective culling of breeding stock, cross-breeding, and other
'techniques (No numeric' goals are listed in the paper);

(3) To improve animal health through the prevention of disease, mal-
nutrition and parasites (no numeric goals); and,

(4) To encourage improved recordkeeping by fostering the concepts pf
planning and administration of farm efforts (no numeric goals).

Efforts focused on 40 farm operators who signed a "memorandum of
understanding" to participate in the project. This memorandum out-
lined the services which AHP would provide: expert consultation in
planning and assistance in recordkeeping. Testings of various sorts
also were provided at a small cost to the farmers. Services were
delivered through newsletters, personal visits, and group meetings
(field days, talks to local agricultural organizations, etc.). Par-
ticipating farmers agreed to try recommended new methods and technolo-
gies and to keep detailed records using a data system designed by the
university.

The AHP intended a "project team approach," whereby four types of
specialists(an agronomist, animal scientist, veterinarian, and farm
management specialist) would work together with cooperating farmers.
-This concept was felt toibe an improvement on the single agent, as the
team would be better able to keep up with progress in separate disci7

plines. Unfortunately, the full complement of specialists was never

recruited.



bill' wati dirveLed at Farmers in Randolph and Upshur Counties,

WOHL Virginia. ,Cooperators were recruited from farm-resident males,

preferably under 40 but not over 55, with a minimum of 50 scree of

open land suitable for fOrage and crop production and committed to

certain minimum livestock production levels, Forty cooperating

farmers were recruited (20 short of projected goal). Compared to

the "average" farmer in the two-county area, participating farmers

operated somewhat larger, more valuable acreage and had considerably

higher sales of agricultural products; in general, very large

and very small farms were somewhat overrepresented among coopera-

tors. Participants were younger in average age (44.0 years) than
the general population, but older than the original recruitment.

goals.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

Although the, AHP began in 1970, the 'evaluation effort began in 1975

or 1976. It dealt with the first five years of the project's opera-

tion (yield years 1971 - 1975). The purpose of the study was to

measure social and economic changes that have occurred among the

Farm operators directly affected by'the'AHP. tftlhere,applicable,.the

project's stated goals and objectives were used as evaluation criteria.

Five 'areas of evaluation are listed by the author:

(1) Economic changes experienced by participating farms since

the project's inception (a time-series analysis of project

participants; no control panel or information);

(2) The conduct of project activities in relation to participants'

needs and expectations indirectly addressed by three post-test..

(1975) evaluations of satisfaction;

(3) Organizational environment in which the project functioned

(historical analysis based on interviews with staff, other

participants);

(4) Impact of project activities on the larger community (assessed,

by hearsay: cooperating farmers, field staff and others were

asked the degree to which they believed nonproject farmers had

instituted project recommended innovations); and,

(5) Agency and community evaluation of the project (questionnaire

data). - *$

Two types of study .design, as noted above, are employed. Studies of

production and financial return use a time-aeries approach, noting

changes inQthese variables over years of the project.= Measures of

attitudinal change and of behavioral change are administered only at

the end of the period being evaluated (1970 - 1975, post-test only).

Statistical data both internal and external to the project (records

required from participating farmers and field staff) and interviews

and/or questionnaires completed for 40 cooperating farm operators,

seven project and university administratord, = seven university resident
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panel members, l5 field staff, 11 community leaders, and nine

agricultural agency heads make up the study's primary data sources.
For attitudinal studies, a "random" sampling of nonparticipating

Randolph and Upshur County farmers is'used (n=20; response rate not
given), as well as a report on the views of other West Virginia farmers

solicited from 53 area county Extension agents outside the project area.

Measures of project impact included dollar amounts for financial

return, livestock and grain production weight, self-reported changes

in attitude, and opinions of the degree of adoption of new practices.

Anecdotal information was also provided, particularly in the review
of project organization and administration.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills. aspirations)

Seventy percent of AHP participating farmers, but only 20 percent

of other project area farmers and 25.8 percent of other West Virginia

farmers (asreported by Extension agents), felt that they were more

confident than they had been five years ago.

Similarly, 82.5 percent of AHP participating farmers, versus 65.7

percent of other West Virginia farmers (as reported by Extension
agents), reported deriving "a great deal" of personal satisfaction

from farming.

Of the 74 individuals interviewed, including Project farmers, project
field staff, agricultural agency. heads and community leaders, 40

felt that the project had considerably improved farmers' under-

standing and working relationship with agricultural agencies.

Practices

Cooperating farmers, field staff, and others were asked to state the

degree to which the community had adopted project-recommended practices.

(1) Nine of 40 farmers felt that over one-half of the nonproject
livestock producers in the area had adopted one or more project
recommendations; however, only one of 15 field staff gave a

similarly large estimate.

(2) The specific practices most. frequently cited as having been adopted

by the farming'community at large were external parasite control

and soil testing.

(3) Ninety-five percent of cooperating farmers said they had incorporated

most or all of the project staff recommendations into their farming

practice (specific recommendations not analyzed).

_ .

(4) With regard-to animal health, the author reports that "project

records show evidence of steady improveMent in the use of pre-

ventive health care measures, especially in the 'control of in-,

sternal and external,parasites in years 1971 through 1974."

(Details are not given concerning improved practices; before/

after assessment of herds/flocks in terms of health is not

provided0
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(5) The author reports that recordkeeping in general was carried out
poorly, both by participating farmers and by staff. The author
attributes this lack, in part, to the absence of a farm manage-
ment specialist on the staff of the project.

End.Results

Eighty-two and one-half (82.5) percent of all participating farmers felt
that their overall farm operation had shown improvement. However, field .

staff felt that 67.5 percent of the operations had improved, while project

senior faculty felt that only i0 percent.had shown improvement. Examina-

tion of the rates of return were complicated by the fact that 1974 and

1975 were bad years for farmers, who negotiate in a buyers' market in
which they have little control over the price received. 'Average returns

per farmer for the years studied were: 1971 -- $3,555.29; 1972 -- $5,545.16;

1973 $7,840.76; 1974 $479.27; 1975 -- $1,612.03. Participating

farmers also reported that the AHP had a beneficial effect on their families,
their "reputation as a farmer," and their level of participation in various

agricultural organizations. Ninety-five percent of cooperating farmers
said that nearly all bf the practices recommended by project staff were
successful in their operation.

Results in areas identified as AHP objectives were as follows:

Forage and crop production --Average corn grain yields for participating

farmers in-1975 were roughly equal to 1971. Average silage yields in-

creased some 20 percent between 1971 and 1975. Average tons of hay per

acre in 1975 were nearly 40 percent above 1972.

Livestock --Quality improved (superior stock, cross-breeding) as evidenced

by 205 day weights recorded for feeder calves: 1971 -- 424 pounds; 1973 --

449 pounds; 1974 -- 456 pounds (other years not given).

The author did not attempt a cost/benefit study of the project as part of

the evaluation. However,,he offered the following thesis: If, in 1975,

approximately 2,000 farmers received "considerable" benefits from the

project -- i.e., $100 in extra income -- and 4,000 farmers received "some"

benefit' -- $25 extra --then the benefit would be $300,000. By 1973, the

AHP was costing $150,000 per year. This ratio indicates revenue in excess

of expenses after a five-year period.

CONCLUSIONS

The project had a sizable positive influence . . . but was unable to

effect and test a 'package, team approach' to livestock agricultural

development.... (It) .... foster(ed) the adoption of selected innovative,
production techniques, as well as more objective social and attitudinal

perspectives.

J56.
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HOME ECONOMICS

Brown, Janet S. and Helen Y. Nelson. "Tenant Orientation Programs Spe-
cialist Training Program," College of Human Ecology and College of Agri-
culture and Life Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, c. 1977.
290 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 38-40)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Tenant Orientation Program Specialist (TOPS) training program was
a research demonstration program with a curriculum designed to train
specialists for the diverse problems and roles of liaison between
residents and managers in rental and cooperative housing developments'.
The goal of this program was to train a corps of specialists who could
encourage the "cooperation of tenants in the management process" in
order to "stabilize" the New York City and New Jersey Mitchell-Lama/
236 housing developments. The training course, established and con-
ducted by the Cooperative Extension Service, New York City Programs,
Cornell-,University, was designed and delivered 1.r.: a staff comprising

asocial worker, two home economists, an aide, and a secretary. Eight-

week courses (three sessions per week) of lectures,.demonstration
projects, workshops, films, and field trips to hoysing sites were
supplemented by follow-up on-the-job sessions including !Thservation
and further counseling and assistance. The immediate clientele com-
prised 68 men and women trainees in New York City and' New Jersey,re-
cruited by housing sponsors or their management firms. Fifty trainees

received certificates of participation upon completion of the training

sessions. An estimated 18,349 families were influenced directly or in-
directly by the work of these tra.aees.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The objectives of the evaluation built into the program itself included

measurement of trainee learning,and evaluating the effectiveness of the

program in relation to trainee knowledge and on-the-job performance.

The study design established two phases of evaluation: (I) training

course tests and measures; (II) postcourSe, on-the-job evaluation sur-

veys. The study appendix includes 68 'pages of evaluation instruments
administered throughout the prograM and follow-up evaluation phases.
Seven Phase I instruments included staff records of class observation,
curriculum content tests, pre- and post-test teaching/learning strate-
gies, achievement tests, a rating'scale for job performance, inter-
views following work experience with tenant orientation responsibili-
ties, and trainee perception interviews. Seven Phase II instruments
included English and Spanish version tenant surveys, housing develop-

,

ment data forms, manager interviews, a log form of TOPS-tenant con-

tacts, program guidelines and program description, and a Guttman scale

for evaluating tenant perceptions of TOPS and the orientation program.
The study evaluates the Phase I instruments for the 22 trainees who

participated in the first three of seven (n=68) training groups. Eigh-

teen of the 22 initially-accepted traineeecontinued through the full

14-month lesson and follow-up sessions; different instruments were
applied.to different base numbers of trainees. Phase II evaluates the

performance of the five (of original 22) trainees who continued to ..be

r5y
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employed with tenant orientation respons
Questionnaires mailed to all tenants (n-

(\units where TOPS trainees were employed
obtain tenant mailing lists of the fifth
privacy objections) yielded a return of 1
up to 10 percent of the nonreturns supple
total respcifise of 27.5 percent. All mana
five housin'g-bnits represented were inter
each of the original 22 trainees individu
or she left the program..

FINDINGS

blities into the second year.
, 116) in four of the housing
the evaluators were unable to
ousing unit due to right-to-
.55 percent. A telephone follow-
ented the mail return for a
ers' representatives of the
iewed. The study evaluates
lly up to the point at which he

NASA (knowled e, attitudes skills as irations)

The authors find that test scores from t e curriculum content and teach-
ing/learning achievement tests "in most ases showed improvement." The

highest ranking trainee in the overall e aluation rating received the
equivalent of the mean score in the achievement post-test; however, she
did in fact receive the highest, rating or tenant orientation and

services. Except for early dropouts, a 1 the trainees expressed satis-
faction with what they had learned, st ted that they had gained con-
fidence from the program and felt well prepared for the job of Tenant

Orientation Program Specialist.

Practices

Of 22 trainees originally enrolled in the course, 18 completed the class

sessions and began working as specialists with follow-up sessions. Of

these 18, 11 continued through the first year as. TOPS' and five con-

tinued to be employed with direct tenant orientation responsibilities

into the second year.

End Results

Results of the impact of the five TOPS continuing into their second

year were evaluated by responses from tenants and from managers of

the housing developments in which they were employed. The tenants ,

responding to the evaluation questionnaire indicated that the TOPS had

been helpful in varying degrees for different types of tenant orienta-

tion problems: 57 percent listed TOPS as helpful in settling into the

new building; 49.5 percent stated. TOPS had provided helpful information

about; the community;-49.3-percent had received individual attention-

from the TOPS on moving in. Other areas in which the specialist had
been helpful included problems with the lease, with maintenance, with

rent payment, and noise in the building. All the ,managers responded

positively noting a "better atmosphere" and,improved tenant-management

relations. Staff observations and interviews with trainees complemented

the findings of tenants and managers.

Other Program Related Findings

The study found that the personality and maturity of the individual,

trainee was more important than sex or age. The cooperation of the

housing development managers was very important both in selecting

trainee candidates and in facilitating the program objectives through

the TOPS. Tenants who had had direct contact with a TOPS indicated a
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higher positive response to the TOPS assistance and service. Con-

tinued supervision and counseling support after the training ,program

was completed and important. Neither tenants nor managers would be
willing or able' to finance such a program themselves.

CONCLUSIONS

The authors concluded that the program had provided,training "at
relatively small cost" for a corps of specialists who had been help-
ful in orienting housing development tenants in new surroundings, and
that their services were perceived as beneficial to management.

5
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,AGRICULTURE

Carter, Cecil. E. Jr. "Program Impact Evaluation: Developing Procedures for

Evaluating the Impact of Extension Programs," Agricultural Extension Service,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee. No date. (circa 1980). 40 pp.

(Report)* (PDEMS)

PROCRAMDESCRIPTION

Objectives of this program from a state-wide perspective appear to be to
increase dairy production and the efficiency of production. These ob-
jectives may be inferred from the study report based on the production
indicators used and the practices recommended in the program.

Program content selected to help achieve these objectives focuses on
recommended practices including: heard managemeht practices, forage pro-
duction practices, breeding practices, herd nutrition practices, and
farm recordkeeping practices. Educational delivery methods include farm
visits by Extension staff, clientele visits to Extension offices, group
meetings sand publications.

The primary audience for the program are the nearly 2,000 Grade A dairymen
(those certified as.meeting Tennessee hygienic standards in milk production)
in the 40 major dairy producing counties in the state. Amajor dairy pro-
ducing county receives 40% or more of agricultural income from dairy or has
total dairy income of at,least $750,000 per year.,

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

Purpose of this aspect of the multi-volume study was to establish the ex-

tent to which Tennessee's Extension Grade A Dairy Program operations are
related to intended effects of the dairy program. Information from the

study is intended for use primarily by administrators at the state level
to document the worth (e.g., effectiveness) of Extension programs to fund -

ing' groups.
°

The study tests whether or not the values of selected indicators of.program

operations are associated with positive outcomes.

Variables on program operations include: (I) number of contacts which

dairy producers reported having had with Extension agents (and other agri-

cultural agents) overja 12-month period through Extension mJetings, visits

to the Extension office and Extension visits to farms (obtained via a sur-

vey of 651 randomly selected Grade A 'dairymen in 34 counties, conducted

by county Extension leaders- in the Fall of 1975 after first being provided

*There are six other documents in this multi-volume report. In order of rele-

vance to an understanding of the subject Ffeport, they are (by the same author

and agency): (1) "Identifying, Measuring and Testing, Indicators of Educational

Inputs and Outcomes for,Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluating the Impact of

County Extension Programs;" (2) " Program Monitoring Evaluation;" (3) "Program

Planning Evaluation;" (4) "Status of the Tennessee Information System for Plan-

ning, Monitoring, and Evaluating the Impact of County Extension Programs;" (5)

"Status of the Tennessee Information System for Planning, Monitoring, and
nEvaltating Agricultural Extension Programs;" and (6) "Program Development' Model."
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with four hours of in- service training ifs prescribed interview procedureS);
(2) number of hours Extension agents spent per Grade A dairy producer

over a five-year period (1971-75) working on ten dairy production subjects.

as obtained from activity reports submitted weekly by Extension staff.

Information on clientele characteristics, behavior,and conditions are
also based on the 1975 random sample of 651 Grade A dairymen. A Com-

posite indicator of 20 variables was developed by factor analysis (using

weights from the first principle component of their intercorrelations).

Types of variable's included in this indicator were: (a) specific, current

dairy-related practices and changes which took place in the preceding
five year period (e.g., keeping milk production records, breeding records,

and total farm records; and following forage production, breeding manage-

ment,and herd replacement practices);. (b) average pounds of butterfat pro-

duced/cow, increase in herd size, and in. average pounds of milk/cow

since1970;.(c) conditions of building and equipment; (d) background
characteristics of the dairymen (e.g. age, educational level, number of

years they plan to stay in dairying); and (e) other dairymen activities

(e.g. number of contacts with government agencies and number of different

information sources used).

For each of the 34 counties, averages were computed for the compoSite

indicator, and these averages were then related to the average number of

hours per dairy producer that agents reported spending on each of ten

dairy subjects over a five-year period. Linear correlation and regression
and non-linear regressions were used to assess the magnitude of program

operations - outcome relationships. County aggregates as well as the in-

dividual'idairymen were used as the units of analysis.

FINDINGS

Practices and End Results

Differences among individual dairymen in their use of 47 recommended dairy

production practices were .

related to the type of contact with Extension

as follows: (1) farm visits-(62% of the variance); (2) office visits

(27%); (3) meetings (12%); and, (4) total contacts (37%).

Differences among individual dairymen in the change in, pounds of milk

produced/cow were related to the type of contact with Extension'as follows:

(1) meetings (54% of the variance); (2) farm visits (42%); (3) office

visits (13%); and (4) total contacts (35%).

For the 651 individual dairymen, curvilinear regression analysis showed

iucreasing values-ofthe- composite_Andicator_were_assopiated with

an increasing numbeof contacts with Extension (either farm visits,

group meetings, office visits or total types of contact) but that a plateau

in this relationship was soon reached (after about one-half or less of the

total contacts of-whatever type).

Over 71 percent of the variance (differences among the average dairy pro:-

ducer in each county) in the composite indicator was associated with the

differing average amount of time the,agents in each county had devoted

to the ten dairy production topics.
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Other Prolown Related Findings

To'talcontacts with Extension were related to the: age of dairymen, (59%

of the variance) with the younger ones having more frequent contact; educa-

tion of dairymen (42%) with the more educated having more contact; and
size of herd (21%) with the larger herdsmen tending to have more contact.

A relatively small percentage of the dairymen reported a relatively large

proportion of total contacts dairymen had with Extension (1/4 Lad no contact

at all).

CONCLUSION

,The relationship between the Extension dairy program operation and intended

dairy production outcomes (use of recommended practices) is as follows: as

program operations increase, dairy production outcomes become more positive

but a* a decreasing rate. This curvilinear relationship implies that the
Vreatest amount of improvement (e.g. in use of recommended practices) can

be achieved by distributing Extension's-contacts more broadly among dairy-

men.

6
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HOME ECONOMICS

Crowe, Natalie D., .Barbara.A. Pine, Irene W. Stein. "Family Day Care, a

Cooperative Extension Pilot Program," New York State College of Human

Ecology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1975-. 69 pp. plus appendix.

(Report) (KAPPA, pp. 44-46)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Family Day Care Pilot Program was an exploratory effort jointly

Undertaken in 1972 in Nassau County., New York, by Cooperative Exten-

sion at the New York State College. of Human Ecology and the Coopera-

tive Extension Association of Nassau County to strengthen the existing

system of family day care available for moderate and low income

families.

Major goals were to identify family day care providers and their needs

as they perceived them, and to design with them and conduct a con-

tinuing education program answering to these needs. Additional goals

were to test the feasibility of Cooperative Extension in the role of broker

between providers and those whose -cifildfen-require-day care, and to.ex-

plore the coordinating and leadership role that Cooperative Extension

could play in linking agencies responsible for comprehensive child care

in a community.

From the interaction of day care providers, parents, and staff at the

storefront resource center, a multifaceted program was developed to

include: informal education programs such as workshops, and a cer-

tificate course for care providers; training in child development for

teen aides; a newsletter; aloan'service of toys and equipment; -

sistance to. parents in exploring child'care options and locati care

providers; and working with community agencies to encourage s pport

of family Gay care and linking it with the existing communi y service

network. The program was directed by a Cooperative Extens on specialist

in family day-care.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

Evaluation was designed to determine: (1) to what extent the intended

.
program was actually carried out; (2) the improvement of relevant

knowledge, attitudes, or skills among program clientele; and (3) the

duration and degree to which such improvement resulted in beneficial`

change'in clientele behavior or in the structure of the community: The

evaluation was conducted according to a method which conceived of

program components-as-operating-on-the.-following-hierarchical_levels:
inputs; activities; people involved; reactions; knowledge, attitudes,

skill change, and aspirations (KASA); practice change; and end results.

From January 1973-to-June-197-5T-297 different-day-care-providers_par,.
ticipateks.determined frot a log kept at the resource center. No

attempt was made to assess program impact on parents utilizing center

resources. Pre-tests and post-tests were administered to measure learn-

ing among 37 participants during the certificate training course,. These

:participants completed a course,evalUation qUestionnaire. A tape-recorded

4.
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LulervLew wus used to assess program impact upon a sample of 64.pro-
viders from Nassau County and was compared with responses from' a com-
parison group of 48 day care providers. from Westchester County.

"FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

Participants showed a statistically significant improvement (P2.05)
in their knowledge about child behavior and development as measured

by ,a 15-item instrument administered before the first lesson and'at
the end of the certificate training course.

As the program progressed, providers developed "a different sense of

themselves in relation to what it means to be a day care mother; they're

more sure of themselves and what they're doing."

Practices

A support system was provided for family day care providers linking

agencies in the community with an interest in child care and catalyz-

ing cooperative efforts involving these agencies.

Other Program Related Findings

An unexpected outcome was the degree of leadership and self-direction

developed by the family day care providers as exemplified by the for-

mation of the Nassau County Family Day Care Association.

Multiple regression analysis showed that the more frequently day care

providers participated in the program, the more likely they were to

recognize and act upon the recognition that family day care is an.oc-

cupation with prescribed hours and not an informal "neighboring" arrange-

me tlett,

CONCLUSION

Day care mothers, when involved in developing their own progress and

'when offered particular resources, responded by attending M.Isetings and

social events, enhancing their knowledge of child behavior and develop-

ment, becoming more aware of how common their occupations were, and

perceiving their jobs as more than just "bg.bysitting.-"---The-program

did not demonstrate any improVeMent in child care because program

leaders deemed inadvisable any attempt to obtain such direct evidence

by observing the day care providers in their own homes. "Testimonial

data from community support structure for family day care providers has,

changed in Nassau County as a result of the CooperativeExtension

Family. Day-Care Program."
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AGRICULTURE

Hartman, J. A. ;pd E. J. Brown. "Evaluation of A Five-Year Demonstration Farm
Program in Two Pennsylvania Counties." Pennsylvania State University, June 1970.
(SMC pp. 107-109)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The program described in this study was a result demonstration program in
Pennsylvania. The intended outcomes included: an increase in the con-
fidence_of local farmers in the Extensioh Service and in the local Ex-
tension staff; the motivation of farmers to seek more information on recam--,
mended practices; the adoption by farmers of recommended practices; and
improved overall farming conditions.

Eighteen demonstrators (nine'each in Indiana and Susquehanna counties)
were chosen for the project. The county Extension staffs, together
with the university Extension specialists, evaluated the demonstratorS'
fields 'and formulated general plans for the participants. They built
a five-year action e4ucational program around the demonstration farms
with the view that knowledge and recommended practices introduced or
emphasized on the demonstration farms would filter out .to neighboring
farms The Extension Service assisted the demonstrators in making
essential surveys, soil tests, farm business analyses; and livestock,

equipment and land utilizatiOn plans. The program also included training
sessions, correspondence courses, provision. of some materials at cost;

and direct contact with the associate"county agent.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The primary objective of this study was to determine the extent to which
the educational program, structured around 16 demonstration farms, achieved

its primary desired results:

To create an awareness of the material content of the
program, parti,cularly of selected farm practices..

,

To induce the adoption of these practiceS4by members of
the target Audience, the dairy farmerS-in the two counties.

The researchers interviewed all dairymen shipping fluid milk in the south-
ern two-thirds of Indiana county because all but one of the demonstration

farms were located in that part of the county. In Susquehanna county, six
of the nine demonstrathrs were located on a_diagonal line from the south-
west corner to the mid-northeast border of-the county, and interviews were

taken of all dairymen shipping fluid milk.in this diagonal band. The
other three demonstrators w6re located in the southern tier of the county.
One of these was chosen at random, and the dairymen within a four to seven
mile radius around him were interviewed. The sample consisted of 620

farmers in all, or roughly 1/3 of the total number of dairymen in the county.

The data were collected in benchmark, and terminal, interviews which were sub-
,.

stantially identical. Interviewers were university students, both graduate

and undergraduate, and all had farm backgrounds. The interviewers were
trained and evaluated beforethey were sent out into the field.
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The Instrument elicited information on the*option or nonadoption of 19

recommended practices. An index was constructed to express quantitatively
the fraction of the 19 practices applicable to a respondent's situation
which he had adopted. The data were statistically manipulated using
multiple linear regression correlation analysis which allows the assessment
of the individual and joint effects of a multitude of possible contributing

factors.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge attitudes skills and aspirations)

87% of the dairy farmers in both counties reported hearing about the
program.

27% of Indiana County respondents, as opposed to 15% of the Susquehanna
dairymen, responded inappropriately to questions about the emphases of

the program.

37% of the Indiana County respondents and 12% of the Susquehanna County

respondents incorrecf.lv named farmer's who were not demonstrator.

Practices

In Indiana County, the relationship between knowledge of the program

and change 11 practice usage increased to a significant level beyond

.01.

In Susquehanna County there was a relationship, at the .01 level of

significance, between the distance from demonstration farms and change

in practice usage. The same trend was present in Indiana County, though

not statistically significant.

The number of demonstrators to whom the respondents had talked

during the last three years of the program ranked first among all

independent variables in Susquehanna in relative amount or influence

on change in practice usage and sixth in Indiana County.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings indicate a relatively high level of general awareness of

the demonstration farm program in the two counties.

Knowledge about the program seems to have an influence on change in

practice usage.
t
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IR ECONOMICS

Kingdon, Lorraine B. and Ulrich C. Toensmeyer. "Food Consumption Praetices
of Families in the EFNEP in Lower Delaware," Agricultural. Experiment Station,
UniverSity of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, 1975. .52 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 182-84)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Expanded Delaware Nutrition Education Program in lower Delaware was
a 24-month education program administered by paraprofessional aides
trained by Extension' supervisors. The goal Was to improVe nutrition
knowledge Litd food-consumption habits of low income rural and metro-
politan families in lower Delaware. The program was delivered. via
personal home visits by indigenous paraprofessional aides.

f

EVALUATIONPROACH/METHOD

The purpose of the evaluation was: (1) to determine food consumption
and dietary knowledge of families in the Expanded Delaware Nutrition
Education Program when they enter the program, and 6, 12, 18, and 24
months later; (2) to determine changes'in food consumption practices
and dietary knowledge after 6, 12, 18, and 24 months; (3) to deter-
mine possible correlations between family characteristics and changes
in food consumption practices and dietary knowledge. Tests were

utilized to measure food consumption practices and nutrition know-
ledgeat the beginning of the program, and at six-month intervals
during the course of the 24-month program. Family characteristics
were aleo compared-to determine whether they affected consumption
practices and knowledge. Data were collected by personal interviews
using stdndard quesgkonnaires (USDA Family Record and the Home
maker Food and Family Income and Food Expenditure Record) adminis-
tered to the sample participants by the nutrition aides. Clientele

for the study resided in non-metropolitan areas in the counties of
New Castle,.Kent, and Sussex in lower Delaware. A random sample of
families was taken from lists compiled by the aides of participants
who completed at least six months of the program. The total program

participant population was not indicated. Fifty-two sample families
were taken from New Castle County, 32 sample families were taken from

Kent County, and 49 sample families were taken from Sussex County.

,FINDINGS,

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

At the beginning of the program, 80 percent of the sample knew that
every food group was needed although none of the homemakers knew the

c.
recommended numbers of servings of all food grouris: ter six'months,

the sample from lower New Castle. County improved in iertary knowledge

to where 9.6 more homemakers per 100 were able to name the recommended

daily number of servings of each food group. In. the Kent County sample,

18.8 more homemakers per 100 were able to name the recommended number

of servings. In the Sussex County sample, 2.0 more homemakers per
100 were able to name the recommended number of servings. After six

months, 10 homemakers per 100 in the total sample were able to name
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the recommended daily 'number of carvings of each food group. (Data for

nutnnuroments nt 12, 18, and ,24 months are not presented.)-

Practices

After six months in the program, 11.6 percent of the sample were eating
the recommended number of servings of the four food groups, an increase

from 2.6 percent. After 12 months in the program,'6.7 percent of the
sample were eating the recommended number of servings, a decline of 4.9
percent from the six-month score. After 18 months, 16.5 percent were
consuming the recommended number of servings, an increase of 9.8 percent
from the 12-month mark; and after 24 months, 14.8 percent of the sample
were consuming the recommended number of servings of the four food groups,

a decline of 1.7 percent from the 18 -month measurement.

Homemakers improved their consumption of the fruits and vegetable group
more than any other food group during the first six months of the program.

After that, the bread-cereal group showed best improvement. For fruits

and vegetables, 29 percent of the homemakers consumed the recommended
number of servings after six months compared to 10 perdent at the be-
ginning of the program (the figures for the 12-month period do not match,
apparently due to an error). After 18 months, 38.2 percent and after
24 months, 35.4 percent of the homemakers consumed the recommended num-

ber of servings.

For milk, 41 percent of the homemakers consumed adequate numbers of

servings after six months compared to 27 percent at the program begin-
ning; after 12 months, 20.8 percent; after 18 months, 50.5 percent; and

after 24 months, 37.0 percent of the sample consumed the recommended
number of servings of milk.

For breads-cereals, 36.3 percent of the homemakers had adequate numbers

of servings after six months compared to 28 percent at the beginning
of the program; and for meat,' 88.2 percent of the homemakers ate the
recommended numbers of servings after six months in the program,com-
pared to 83 percent at the beginning of the program.

Other Program Related Findings

The level of homemaker education was not associated with changes'in

either food knowledge or consumption. Participants receiving income

supplements improved less. Homemakers who were able to spend the

most per capita improved their diets theist. However, those spend-

ing the least for food showed the greatest increase in dietary know-
,

ledge, but their diets improved at a lesser level.

CONCLUSIONS

Food consumption habits did not match the homemakers' knowledge of food

necessary for good health. Four-fifths of the sample homemakers knew
that every food group was needed for a good diet, yet only 2.6 percent

were receiving the recommended number of servings of all food groups

at the hcginning of the program. After six months, 11.6 percent of the
sample were eating the recommended number of servings of all food groups.
Participicants reported increases in consumption of all food, groups,

especially fruits and vegetables,where consumption was low. Indigenous

paraprofessional aides achieved changes in consumption practices and

dietary knowledge. Once training goes beyond 18 months, diminishing

returns set in.



AGRICULTURE

Ladewig, 11.W. and W.W. Edmondson "The Effectiveness. 4..Non-Professionals in
Cooperative Extension Education for Low-Income Farmers." Extension Publica-

tion #B-1122, Texas A&M university,' 1972. (SMC, pp. 21-23)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The intensified Farm Planning Program (IFPP) was a pilot program conducted
by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service which utilized Agricultural
Program Aides in Cooperative Extension education for'low income farm
families in ten counties throughout Texas.

Clientele who, were selected for participation 'in the program we're small.
farm operators who were not active participants of ongoing Extension
educational prograMs, with first priority given to low income farmers. The

intended outcomes included an increased and intensified acceptance of Ex- P

tension educational assistance; an increased knowledge of production agri-
culture and management. Practices; adoption of the Extension.: Service's
recommended practices and procedres.in predUction, and marketing; increased
utilization of services,ofExtension and other agricultural agencies; and

an increase in the income of the'farmer through greater sales of farm pro-

ducts.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The intensified Farm Planning Program (IFFP), was targeted at low income

farmers in ten counties in Texas. The interim evaluation report, published
in 1972, measured the impacts of the progr4M up to that point in time.
There were 224 program participants (farm-operatOrs); The criteria for

selection of small farm cperators were:

General lack of previous participation in-Extension programs.

'Receipt of a ma or portion h., income from the farm operation.

Priority was given to farmers with the lowest gross annual' income.

The county staff office supplied the names of farmers that, fit the above
requirements to the study committee: Data were collected utilizing
several, procedureS:. Benchmark information was collected on each in-

dividual when he entered the program. A questionnaire was administered
during the second year of the program to'elicit imiler background in-

formatien; Field interviews were conducted by the research team to

record personal observations.
N4

The,interyiewing team planned an initial home visit and two follow-up
visits for those family members not contacted at the pitial visit. As

a result of these interviews, the research team inter7Jewed.seventy
percent of the program participants. CompariSon between data collected
from the field interviews and the benchmark ,data led the research team
to hypothesize that there would be no significant difference's in sub-

jective responses to questions between those interviewed and those not.
Farmers' perceptions of-services offered by the Texas Extension Service
were measured through'the use of a self-anchoring scale in which each

A
participant was first asked to describe the type of assistance prOvided

,
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co him by the Extension Service and then to list the most effective and

least effective type of assistance offeted. Participants were asked, to

indicate on a ten-point ladder scale how effective the types of assis-

tance offered by the Extegsion Service were at the' present. time. Two

additional questions were sked pertaining to past effectiveness and

future expectations of the Extension Service.

The acceptance of services of selected USDA agencies was determined by

. comparing the number of participant's who utilized these services in

the benchmark year. and in 1970., It was hypothesized that an increase

in acceptance of educational assistance by program participants would

he accompanied by an increase in the number of participants who adopted

recommended farm practices. Comparisons were made between cern,pro-

ductiOn, truck crop' production, and livestock production for the two

years 1968 and 1970. Changes in gross. farm income and level of living

were also measured for significant .changes.

FINDINGS

Prac tic'es

Participants exhibited greater use of services of other USDA services

(17.2% - 42.7% increase in use of SCS, ASCS, and FHA programs by par-

ticipants between 1968 and 19/0, and sizabe increases occurred in the

number of participants following recommended practices for land prepara-

tion (42.9% increase), variety planted (8.6% increase), seed planting

rates (22:6% increase), fertilizer application (42.1% increase), and

weed control (31.8% increase).

The number of applicants applying for loans from FHA for new homes

and home improvements increased significantly after program aides

assisted farmers in the application process.

Other Program Related Findings

.Nearly 70% of the program participants stated that the Extension Service

was asource-of general information. The most effective types of

assistance offered by the Extension Service were personal advice, in-

formation about participac.i,In In government assistance progtams, farm

visits, and help on speci:, : 1:ro4;vims.

End Results

In Corn production, yields c7;',4:1:,,e': ..V2.% in 1970 over 1968.

'Data indicated an increas of almc..-.. 1:3Y, per participant in livestock

income and An increase'r' 0.6% for income.

CONCLUSIONS
-

The participants' 1-e/creased acceptance of recommended farm practices

was associated 7.7!Ith the participants' increased attendance of meet-

ings and cour-..i: v.ponsored by Extension and other agricultural agencies.

Program aide, wick effectively with low income small farm operators

in dissemivirateva of information and, demonstration of production agricul-

ture and management practices.
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441 YOUTH

Marks, R. J. "A Comparison of the Effectiveness ofGroup Camping Experiences
onThange of Self-Concept for Campers with Professional and Non - Professional.

Group Leaders". Doctoral Dissertation, West Virginia University, 1971.

(SMC pp. 181-82)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A weekend camping program was offered to 7th and 8th grade 4-H Club
member's and non-members in central West Virginia (Appalachia). This
program consisted of counseling sessions focusing on interpersonal rela-
tionships in the family, school, and community.

Publicity for the program was centered in schools with guidance counselors
providing information "On the program and encouraging participation.

The program utilized two different types of staff involved in program
delivery: professional and non-professional group leaders. Professional
group leaders were Masters degree candidates in counseling,and non-
professional group leaders were Extension-trained volunteer leaders.

Intended outcomes of the project were aimed at improving theself-concpt
of the youth involved in the program.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

.The study had two specific objectives:

To measure any change of the self-concept of partiCipants
in the program.

- TO compare the effectiveness of professional group leaders and

non-prefessional.grOup leaders in influencing changes in 'the

self - concept of participants.

A total of 243 boys and girls from 17 counties in West Virginia were
involved in the program, which was divided into two sessi1ons (group A
and group B). A personal data.cfuestionnaire and an adaptation of Bills
(1958) Index of Adjustment and Values (IAV). for Self, were utilized
in collecting data. A pretest, posttest, and post-posttest were
administered to the' participants. .Eighty-six respondents completed all
three tests and constituted the sample from which data were collected.
The Eirst two measures were obtained while the campers were at the
camp and the third measure was obtained through mailed IAV forms 10
weeks after the program ended.

Analysis of variance was used in the statistical treatment of the data.

FINDINGS

End Results

'The obtained f'- ratios indicated that the campers' DisCrepanc scores

(self-concept score and concept of ideal self score) were significantly
lower for both groups on the posttest and post7posttest, as compared with
the pr. tes t,
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No significant difference was found between professional and non-

professional greup leaders, concerning the lowering of paTticipants'

Discrepancy scores.
ez

Prior to the camping experience, the independent variable of residence

and sex interaction indicated a significant difference in;self-concept.

This difference was not significant on the posttest or the post-posttest.

4-H members had a higher Discrepancy score, prior to (pretest), immediately

following (posttest), and ten weeks following (post-posttest) the camping

experience than the non-4-H club members.

CONCLUSIONS

professional and non-professional group leaders were equally effective in

facilitating improved self-concept in a camping situation, designed to

enhance self-understanding.
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AGRICULTURE

Strickland, Cecil L., et. al. "Nonprofessional. Aide in Agriculture: An

Evaluation of a Program in.Cooperative Extension Education for. Small Farm
families," Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A & M University,
Prairie VLew, TexaS, 1976. 23 pp.. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 30-32)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the summer of 1968, the director of the'"Texas Agricultural Extension
Service formed a cOmmittee of 12 members develop an Extension program
that would accelerate etluLational assistance to small farm operators.,(75.9
percent of all farms in Texas, reporting annual sales of less than
$10,000 in 1969). Local farmers were employed as program aides in work
ing with farm operators inthe lower income level, in this Intensified
Farm Planning Provam (TFPP).

TI'le objectives of the TFPP were: to expand extension,educational:as-
sistance to small farm operators who generally were not reached by present
programs; to determine the effectivenesS of nonprofessionals in working
with smallfarm operators on an intensive basis t effect changes in-
.agricultural prodtiction and management practices; to increase agricultural
income of participants; to become involved in an educational activity
.beneficial to the well being of participants; to improve participants'
level of family living.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The general objectives of the evaluation of the Texas IFPP were to as-
sess the leadership characteristics and procedures of'effective program
aides_al working with small farm operators On an intensive, basis to effect
change in their income and standard of livingond,to provide the county
and other. cooperative Extension staff with additional information on pro-
gram aides and participants that could be used to further enhance the
successful application of the IFPP. The specific objective relatedT-to
program impact was: to determine changes in production management, living
conditLons, and gross farm income, of the participants. The evaluation
involved comparison of background data and socioeconomic profiles of
aide's and cooperators (1974) with comparable information from 1970, obtained
through questionnaires mailed to county Extension agents,and program aides.
Second, additional information was solicited from all program aides and a
sample of cooperators through the use of a:questionnaire administered
during the personal interview. Interviewers were recruited.and trained
by the evaluation team and IFPP specialists. ."

Program' aides' questionnaires obtained data on - attitudes toward, the
program, overall performance of cooperators, recruitment methods for
new members, innovations or new techniques used, and suggestions for
program improvement.' Cooperator questions reflected leadership of aides,
their degree of_influence or involvement in change in activities and pro-
cedures of cooperators, and suggestions forprogram improvement.

The. subjects in this dvaluation included all 17 program aides. and a

. random sample of approximately. 60 percent of the cooperators from each
county, 220 of the 360. enrolled.
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ElNiDINGS

RASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations)

Two hundred eighteen, or 99.1 percent of the participants,-felt the pro-

gram had .helped to increase their knOwledge of modern production and

management practices.

Practices

(1) There was an average increase. of 34.1 percent of participants.

following four of the nine recommended livestock production prac-

tices. in 1974 as compared to 1970.

(2) When considering the adoPtion of all nine livestock practices,

more than 70.Q percent of the participants had adopted practice

4, "following external parasite control." More than 60.0 percent

had adopted practices 1., 3, and 6: "using recommended blill,"

"following recommended vaccination" and "improving feeding practices,

.respectively.

(3) The aide's involvement in the adoption of practices lies in the

areas of "giving information (through literature) on production

management and explaining information." Data showed that the

aide had some influence in making changes relative to all of the

nine practices in livestock production management.

(4) There was an average increase of 5.1 percent of cooperators following

.

recommended crop production prdctices of "variety planted, fertilizer

application, and weed control." The percentage of participants fol-

lowing recommended "land preparation and seed planting rate" decreased

an average .of 2.5 ,percent.

(5) A relatively small. percentage of the cooperators indicated they had

.adopted the practice of "keeping records."

End Results

Considerable changes were made in living conditions; between 40 percent

and 70 percent of the participants indicated the aide had some influence
ron such improvements as buying a new TV or radio, repairing or'remodeling

their home, and piping water into the house.

Other results reflect the-',Changes in gross farm income from the sale of

livestock and livestock products and from the sale of crops. The partici-

pants' average farm income from sale of crops increased by $478 from

1970 to 1974, or nearly 44.0 percent per participant. The average income

from sale of livestock and livestock products increased $53 or approxi-

mately 4.0 percent per participant.

Other. Program Related Findings

More than 72.0 percent of the participants in the program grossed less

than $5,000 in 1974 from their farming operation; 4.1 percent of the

participants' gross farm income was between $5,000 and $9,999; 2.3
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percent. reported gross income of $10,000 or more; and121.3 percent

of the ,participants did not report their income. Two hundred twelve
(96.4 percent) felt the program should be continued and expanded, in7
dicating 'a positive attitude toward the program.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn in the report from the data of the study dealt with
leadership characteristics and procedures of program aides and with fac-
tors needed for enhancing future programs for small-farm operators. There

were no conclusions relevant to the program impact findings. .
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HOME ECONOMICS

Texas Agricultural Extension Service. "A Comparative Housing and Manage-
ment Extension Education Program with Limited-to-Moderate-Income'Single
Unit Homeowners." Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, 1974
73 pp. (Report) (KAPPA, pp. 62-64)

PROGRAM DESCRIPT[ON

The Program. called "You'Can Do It" included dissemination of home care
and maintenance information in the form of a 13-program TV. series, spe-
cial interest meetings, a "fix-it" institute, a letter series, and a
series of 30 "how to" publicatiOns. The goal was to help limited-to-
moderate-income families acquire and apply knowledge and skills in
home care and maintenance and to develop teaching materials, methods,.
and procedures to accomplish this. Skills taught include&repair of
faucets and electrical swi-ches, use of caulking, and making of stor-
age devices. The various modes of preparation,' all independent, were
under the direction of extension specialists (housing and management) ,

and program assistant. Participants were recruited through .flyers
home visits,.and .special mailing lists, e.g., HUD Title Farm=FaYm

ers Home Administration lists. All were low-to-moderate-income single
unit homeOwners in Smith County, Texas (City of Tyler).

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purpose of,the evaluation was to measure changes in selected home
care knowledge and maintenance practices after participation in any
aspect of the program. For special interest meetings, there was a

pre- and post-test on-knowledge acquired. For gll other program de-
livery modes, 6 post-test only questionnaire on application and know-
tedge and skills ,was used. Participants were asked if- they had per-
formed any program task which they did not know how to do before the
program. Interviews were conducted on a stratified random sample of
400 TV program viewers, and mail questionnaires provided data for
evaluation of special interest meetings, the letter series, and the
"fix-it" institute. Pre- and post-test data were gathered at meetings'
and were available for participants attending the last special interest
meeting, and mail questionnaires were sent to all participants of the
meetings, the.letter series, and the institute. Matched sets of pre-
and post -test data were available for 79 of the total of 241 partici-
pants attending at least one special interest meeting. Percent return

of mail questionnaires was: special',interest, 39.4 percent of 241;
letter series, 15.1 percent of 615; institute, 27.7 percent of 455

participants.

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

For the special interest meetings, post-test knowledge scores at the con-

clusion of the series of meetings were. 55 to 81 percent correct as
opposed to pretest scores of less than 50 percent correct for the
,79 participants. on whom pre- and post-test data were available,
Questions concerned electrical repair, cleaning knowledge, plumbing
repair, and knowledge of painting techniques.
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A mean gain of, four percent in home repair task performance was re-

ported by the 400 TV series interviewees; i.e., people who reported

performing the specific repair only after seeing the TV demonstra-

tion. Returned questionnaires of speclal interest participants (N=95)

reported a mean gain on the same measure of. 60 percent. .Mean letter

series participant (N=93) task performance reported gain was 21 per-

cent, and "fix-it" institute mean reported gain was 28 percent for the

1.26 participants. Tasks included painting, caulking, making of home

care products, plumbing, and electrical repairs.

End Results

Participants estimated total savings as a result of performing the
repairs learned in the program as follows: TV series (N=400), total

savings of $773.10; special interest meetings (N=95), savings of
$3,272.23; letter series, (N=93), $1,972.37; institute (N=126) $2,952.35.

Other Program Related Findings

TV and letter series respondents rated the "You Can Do Tt"publications'

according to degree of helpfulness, and 50 percent or more of the publi-

cations were rated as being of "much help." 0

CONCLUSIONS

THe author concluded that a large number .of people can acquire knowledge

and skills through TV and apply those skills. The repotted audience for.

the TV series.was 12,000. A four percent gain in task performance pro=

jected to. the entire audience would yield an overall. number of 480 par-

ticipants actually performing a task for the first time after, seeing it '

demonstrated. The other program methods were also'described as success-

ful on the basis of gain in reported task performance after participation

in the program.
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AGRICULTURE

Aldrich, Richard J. "Missouri Small Farm Program: An Evaluation with a
Control Group," MiSsouri Agricultural Experiment Station, University of
Missouri, Columbia., Missouri, 1975. 26 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 4-6)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.

A pilot educational. program, "Small Farm Program," was initiated in
Missouri in 1971; nonprofessional educational assistants helped farm-
ers with a gross annual sales of less than $10,000 (71 percent of
Missouri farms) to increase their farm income. The goal was to in-
crease the quantity of output, gross sales, and net ine-omefrom small
farms. The education assistants (local farmers) worked al'ectly
with small farm operators under the leadership of area management
specialists. Other extension specialists were called on for special
training and Consultant work with the assistants.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The specific objectives of the study were as follows; (1) to deter-
mine if the program had resulted in an improved quality of living as
reflected by improvements in housing; (2) to assess the extent to
which participant farms are approaching optimums in terms of enter--
prise selection, size of enterprise, and level of sales; (3) to

determine the extent to which the program had influenced size of
enterprise; (4) to compare resource utilization and ptoduction prac-
tices on farms of participants and nonparticipants; (5) to identify
'credit sources used by operators of small farms and determine if the
program had affected their, ability to obtain credit; (6) to determine
whether the program had contributed to stabilization of enterprise
selection and production levels on small farms; and (7) to see what
effect the program.has had on sources of information used by operators
of small farms.

Before-program and after-program surveys relevant to the above objec-
tives were conducted with a sample of program participants and non-
participants. Prior to launching the pilot project, a questionnaire
about. farm size, types Of enterprises, sources of credit,' housing
changes, source's of information, gross income, expenses, and net in-

come was designed. In 1974, a second, similar questionnaire was used
to measure changes made by both participants and nonparticipants.
Questionnaires (self-report data) were completed by personal interview.
Of the 173 program participants, 63 were selected and 61 interviewed.
Of a total of 175 nonparticipants meeting the same age and income
,criteria, 55 were selected and 45 interviewed as a comparison group.

FINDINGS

Practices

The total number of acres of cropland as a percent of total land
operated was calculated for each farm and compared with an optimum
figure set by farm management specialists at 65 to 70 percent for
the Counties studied. Both participants and nonparticipants in-
creased,from approximately 35 percent in 1971 to better than 55
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percent by 1974; however, there was a change in relative percentages

of approXimately five percent suggesting that Participants have

made slightly: more progress in improving the utilization of tlieir

land resources during this period.

There is an undesirable tendency of farmers to get into la particular

enterprise when prices are high and drop out when pk s fall. During

the course of the program, participants showed a greater stability

of agricultural production than nonparticipants and thus, it would

appear that the program has reduced the tendency for participants to

move in and out of production to the extent present on most small

farms. One example is that nonparticipants reduced their livestock

numbers. much more sharply than participants; the number of beef and

dairy cows on participant farms remained almost cons -cant in 1974 while

there was a considerable reduction on nonparticipant farms.

Fnd Results

Figures for average farm sales for participants and nonparticipants,

respectively were: 1971 -- $2714, $2705; 1973 -- $6240, $3896;

1974 --$5140,$2311. These figures show that although both groups

were approximately equal in 1971 and both were affected by agri
cultural price levels and other outside factors, participant aver.

age farm sales were much greater than those of nonparticipants in

1973 and 1974.

Net farm income for both groups was also estimated for participants

and nonparticipants respectively as follows: 1971 -- $726, $655;

1973 -- $2469, $1350; 1974 -- $1513, $625. Greater increases are

indicated for participants in net farm income in both 1973 and 1974.

With respect to size of enterprise for the south Missouri farms,

increases. were generally reported for both participants and non

participants,' With the participant increases being greater. An

example is in the number of beef cows,'which for participants in

creased from an average of 16.6 in 1971 to an average of 18.2 in 1974

while nonparticipants were increasing from 11.9 to 16.0 beef'cows.

In Putnam County, .which was separated from the other subject.counties

for this part of the analysis because of the difference in nature of

the farms, gains in size of enterprise for both groups in 1973 were

approximately the same, while in-1974, participants' farms showed

somewhat larger increases.

Other Pro Bram Related Findings

Participants reporting Extension as an important source of informa

tion increased from 22 in 1971 to 44 in 1974. Nonparticipants men

tioning Extensionias an important source of information decreased

from 15 in 1971 to 12 in 1974.



CONCLUSION

Participants had higher farm sales, higher net farm income, larger
enterprises, more livestock assets, slightly more efficient resource
utilization, more professional assistance and information, more
changes in housing and more stability in level of production.
Evidence was not conclusive with respect to relative changes in
production practices nor was it obvious that participants had
accomplished More of their goals in terms of planned changes than

nonparticipants. However, they were still far short of optimum in

terms of farm sales or size of enterprise.

S.
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AGRICULTURE

Atexander, T.D., and Jamea W. Longest:. "Evaluation Of the Farm Management Phase
of the Farm and Home Management Program in New York State." Extension Study 1i1,
New York State Extension Service, Cornell University, 1962. (SMC, pp. 1,-3)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Earm and Home Management Program was established in New York State in
[954 to.: increase knowledge of Improved farm management practices such
as record-keeping Methods and efficient use of labor and capital resourceak_
encourage the adoption of farm management practices, including practices
related to,production, record-keeping, resource utilization, and budgeting,
etc; increase farm labor income and improve other related business factors.

The educational methods used in conducting the program included farm and
home visits, seasonal letters and cards, group meetings, college publica-
tions, tours, and farm walks. Training schools were also used for inten-
sive teaching of specific management practices. The prograth was conducted
in 32 counties in New York state, primarily by Extension Service county
agents with supplementary input from area specialists.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The longitudinal evaluation objectives are: (1) to' describe the farm
management phase of the Farm and Home Management Program, including cost-
benefit considerations, and (2) to compare changes of participants in'farm
practices and related knowledge and in labor income and related farm
business factors in the farm management phase of the program with those
of a comparison grop of nonparticipants.

A. modified random sample of 25. participants in the program was chosen in
each of six selected counties, and all participants (25) in each of four
other selected counties were chosen for study in 1956. In six of the ten
counties, the 25 participants were matched with 25 nonparticipants. The

matching was. done by the county agent on the basis of nine variables,
incluhing age, tenure, existence of a partnership, nature of major and
secondary farm enterprises, number of milk cows, full or part-time operators,
quality of soils on farm (opinion of agricultural agents) and managerial
ability of operator (rated by agents). The initial survey thus contained
150 participants, 1.50 pair-matched nonparticipants,,and 100 participants in
four other counties. Detailed criteria are also provided for the selection
of the counties.

The source of the names of the participants and nonparticipants is not
provided. The data were collected through personal interviews in 1956
by trained interviewers using a farm operator's schedule, and Cornell
Labor Income Blank 140 for recording farm business data. The author states
that the farm operator's and homemaker's schedules used in the terminal sur-
vey contained the same questions used in the initial survey. The question-
naires are not provided.

Attrition reduced the number of participants available for the analysis
to 204, and the number of nonparticipants to 107. This obviated the
utilization of the original matching scheme; new matches were constructed
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out of the remaining pool.. -Pair-matching was based on variables cei'lLected

in the original survey-and resulted in the matching of 87 participants

and 87 nonparticipants. The participants were tested by a t-test,of

significance for their reiationShip to the-remaining 163 of the original

sample, and were found to have poor resemblance to the origibal o;

participants. The author emphasizes that findings on the .87 oatrbed

are limited and should be interpreted as indicative of the influence r'

the program.

Data showing evidence of-changes in management knowledge and 1,cacLices,

and in income and related business factors, were presented and tested

with the t-test of significance.

PINDINCS

All of the study Findings were related to the fain phase of the 3.,xin and

Home Management Program.

'RASA (knowLeclge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

Out of,16 items classified as farm management knowledge, only en %go did"

participants significantly surpass the nonparticipants with reL;rk..cr to

change in mean scores between 1956 and 2960. 'These two items are the

operator's evaluation of efficient use of labor and the use of increase

in inventory in figuring. labor income.

Practice

Out of nine items categorized as farm management practices, participants

.scored significantly higher on three: (1) the actual size of operation,

(2) the actual' efficient use of labor, and (3) the actual efficient use

of capital.

End Results

Agnificant differences were not found at the .05 level between the

mean increases in net farm income of participants (increase or: $%,284)

and nonparticipants (increase of $2,028).- Differences in labor income

per operator were also not significant at .05 leVel be'tween partici-

pants ($1,845),ana nonparticipants ($1,409)

The difference'in the change in the cow herd size was favored to

participants (mean of 5, versus 4. for nonpartiCipants) biit not

significant.

Tbe number of work units per man increased significantly more for

participants (mean of +25) than for nonparticipants (mean=of -2),

indicating greater labor efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

The author' concludes from the findings that the n gram had a favorable

influence on the participants.
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4-H YOUTH

White.Boone, Ed :id Estelle White. "The Effect of Extension Service Youth

Nutrition L Series on Behavioral Change in EFNEP Youth Utilizing plf-
rerent Edue! Environments and Teachers. An Evaluation Study of the
Use and Effectiveness or A Lesson Series.Developed.by Extension Service,
USDA for EFNEP Youth (Ages 8 - 12 Years)," Agricultural Extension Serv:i cc,
North Carolina SVaLo lhliversity, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1976. 167 pp.
(Report) plus "Executive Summary," 36 pp. (KAPPA pp..152-156)

PKOCRAM DESCRIPT1ON

The federal USDA's Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program
(EFNEP) sponsored this experimental study of a Youth Nutrition Lesson
Series. The series was developed in 1972 by the Home Economics Divi-
ion of the Extension Service, USDA.

The goal of EFNEP was to help families, "espeCially thoSe with young
children living in poverty or near poverty to acquire knowledge, skills,
and change behavior necessary to achieve adequate diets in normal
nutriLion." The goa.b.of the Youth Nutrition Lesson Seties was the
same, but the immediate target population was disadvantaged youth,
ages 8 through 12 years.

delivery mode of this program was EFNEP youth groups which con-
ducted nutrition-related activities.: These groups were established
by volunteers with assistance from aides and professionals.

EVALUATION. APPROACH/METHOD

"The effective implementation of such a program required nutrition
education materials that would be integrated'and properly sequenced,
using instructional strategies and methods suitable for low-income
youth, ages 8 through 12." Thus the major purposes of the study were
to determine the impact of the lesson series, and to find, out which
factors determined the educational butcomes.

There were three general outcomes: knowledge change, attitude change,
and behavior change. The domain for knowledge consisted of the topics
of the lessons in the Youth Nutrition Lesson Series, and included:
".(l) Super Snacks, (2) Mighty Milk,,j3) Vitamin C for You and Me,
(4) Meet the Ment.Group, (5) Bring in Breads.and Cereals, (6) Eat

'Your Way to Vitamin A, (7) Milky Ways, (8) Meat and More, (9) Amazing

Ways with Grains, and (10') Get It All:Together." The evaluation was
'limited to the effectiveness c. :ach of the first six topics. A

test battery was constructed the study and considered of questions
with. multiple pictorial responses.

The domain for attitude is not descrned within the study but
reference is made to "self-concept and school attitude items."
spection-of the questionnaire confirms that attitudes. toward self
and school are sought and not attitudes toward Nutrition.. However,

within the section entitled, 'Results-Nutrition BehaVior Change,"
specific reference is made to "nutrition-attitude change" and-scores
For such a measure are repOrted.
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The domain for behavior is specifically stated in the text as a 24-

hourf food intake inventory, 'although how it is scored is not mentioned.

The instrument provides cross-classification categories of eating per-

' iod and food., groups (milk,meat, vegetable/fruit, and breadicereal)..

Some items in the attitude questionnaire could be. interpreted as be-

havioral, such as "I usually eat the morning meal, "I usually eat the

noon meal," etc.

FINDINGS

A total of 22 factors or independent variable:; were analyzed .and tested

for nu association with a measure that was a composite of the three.

outcome measures (called "the combined, nutrition behavior change score").

The 22 variables were classified by their three major categories:

teacher-r. q.e(.1; teaching/learning environment;. and learner-related.

The study was a semicontrolled field experiment using two subgroups

for the experimental group and one control group. The two subgroups

were: Group. I (N=492) "were taught in small groups by a. volunteer or

aide in an informal, extension type setting." "Kitchen facilities

were available whenever possible." "Group II (N=399) were taught by

volunteers, aides or classroom teachers in classrooms, housing projects,

or other organized community group settings." "Althotigh recommended,

food preparation activities were not always possible...." The size

of the control grAfp was 477. All groups were pre- and post-tested

so as to obtain change scores.

The target population for the study was confined to youth who were

eligible for the Youth phase of EFNEP. Eligible youth were defined

as: 4-11 age, low,intome disadvantaged youth primarily in depressed,

city areas.

A total of 4,368 youth participated in the study from both rural and

urban areas in the states of Minnesota, North Crolina, Oklahoma, and

Vermont having the above characteristics. (The study fails to mention

exactly howj'groups of children were selected.)

KASAJknowlecge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)

For the knowledge test, Group I (Extension setting) "was significantly

different fdr all six topicS (snacks, milk, Vitamin C, meat, breads

and cereals, and Vitamin A) and summary" for differences between mean
pretest/post-test scores.' "Compared to Group I, the change in Group

II (school setting) was less,.but was significant for all topics . . ."

except one (snacks). The control group was'significant on only one

(breads and cereals). All thre6 groups of youth showed a significant

change in attitude.("Self-concept and school attitude items"), all

in the.positive direction. These data were also presented by 'state

for which Ihere was considerable variation. The mean scores for pre-

,and-post-tests on k.)wledge and attitude, by experimental and control

groups, are presented below.
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Mean nres for Pre- and Post4ests on, Knowledge and Attitude

by Experimental and Control Groups

Knowledge, Attitude

Mean Score

(4,rt9iip N l're Post

Mean ',Score

Pre Post

I. (Extension 492 15.19* 22.14 15.16* 16.38

(School) 399 15.82* 18.64 14.98* 15.78

Control 477 15.72 15.59 15.15* 15.72

*Statistically significant .05 level.

Practices

Mean Scores for Pre- and Post-Test on Behavior
by Experimental and Control Groups,

Group

I Extension 492

II (School) 399

Control "477

*Significance level set at .05.

Behav4or

Mean Score

Pre Post

3.72
3.68
3.94

3.82
3.81.

.3.57

"The only significant change in Food intake in either group occurred

in Minnesota Groups 1 (Extension Setting) and Group IT (School Setting)."
"Char,;es among the control groups were slight, and were negative for

all states exceptNorth Carolina."

Other Program Related Findings

For each. of the 22 independent variables, the "combined nutrition-

behavior scores" were'vpreseRied for the two expei7imental groups. and

as a 'combined group by each of the four states and for the total of

the four states. The authors described and contrasted the various
combinations of comparisons, and stated whether or not there was an

association, although it wa§ not clear whether, they meant statistically

significant association. The 22 variables are (a "+" indicates an

ssociation):

Teacher

-Teacher's sex
Teacher's age

+Teacher's educa-
tional level

Teacher's income
level

Teaching/Learning
Environment

+Croup size,
+Teaching/learning

(ext./school)
+Lesson time frame
+Lessonfrequency

83

Learner

Sex

setting Age
Grade in school
Place of residence

(rural /urban).

(continued on next.page)
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Teaching/Learning
iu;ichrr Environment

+Teacher!s socio
economic status

+Type of Leacher
(voLuntecr, aide,
classroom)

CONCLUSIONS

Teaching strategies

Learner

School food program
participation'

+Family income
Number of children

in family
+Age of homemaker.
Educational level of
head of househol

Octupat!on of hea
of household

Participation of
homemaker in EFNEP

The selected sociocultural characteristics of the, youth and their
families appeared-to have little effect upon the degree of nutrition
behavior change that occurred in the study.
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HOME ECONOMICS

Green, l.awrence W., Virginia I,i Wang, and PauI II . Ephross. Three-Year,

tuli nal Stucky of the Impart of Nutrition Ai des on 'rite Knowledge,

At and Pr:IcticOS or Rural Poor Homemakers." Cooperative Extension

University of Maryland, 1972. (SM(: pp. 164-65)

1,p()(:NAM

Illy Expanded Food and Nutrit ion Education Program (EFNEP) is concerned

with h the improv ment in dietary and health care practices among rural

pei,r homemakers. The intended outcomes include: increased knowledge

ol%yeod nutritional practices and recognition of their importance;
increased knowledge of available health care resources;,, the adoption
of balanced nutritional practices; the utilization of available health
c.are resources; a change of dietary habits; and the improvement

I her I t It .among the rura I poor through. het ter nutrition and hen I th

c;iro practices.

rho clientele contact in EFNEP is performed hy indigenous aides. The

..,.tare of the contact and activities of these aides in relation to

thy clients is not specified in .this report.

EVAMTION APPROACH/METHOD

lhe purpose of this study is to supplement earlier evaluations of

examining: (I) appropriate criteria and standan',.: of comparison; (z: oe

point of diminishing returns in continuing vis:t.s t,. ', .tlientakers; and

(3) the broader impact of the program. in select,-.! h Alt)) variables,

There were two experimental and two control grc 'The study. The

experimental groups were derived from a 50% randm !ample of EFNEP home-

makers in two rural .counties, one Appalachian and ;:rimnrily white, the

other on the Eastern shore of Maryland and primarily black (inc ex-
perimental glow) consisted of 49 EFNEP homemakers still being visited

by aides After three years in the program. The other experimental grottp

consisted or 44 homemakers who had progressed out of the program after

the end of their second year. The control groups consis ed of 34 designer-
ted friends of the first experimental group and 24 *friends second

experimental

The data were collected during three sets of interviews conducLed in the

homes by trained persons unrelated to the program. The homemakers were

interviewed in 1970, 1971, and 1972. Data collected included personal

characteristics and attitudes of the homemakers, ratings'of .adequacy of.

meals prepared, and indicaporsef adequate referral for preventative health

practices. The data were summarized in tabular form to facilitate
comparison between the experimental and control groups.

FINDINGS

Practices

There was an increase inthe purchase of new foilds between the first

and second year of program, partitipati(Cn, but by the end of the third

Year this had declined.
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The Irequeney of buying new foods .l earned from the aide declines

after the sec(fnd year of program Participation.

There was a steady increase in the proportion of continued home-

makers mentioning combinations of more than one food group.

The frequency of preparing foods by new recipes declines radically

in the third year for continued homemakers.

There was little or no improvement in health care referral's For

the second year of the program..

Although most of the homemakersand friends had "a regular plate

togo" when they were sick (60-90%), only 25% of the continued
homemakers indicated that they used a clinic, hospital, or other

oiic Source of care.

End Results

Second year participants in EFNEP were more likely to'state that

"things are getting better" for them than either first or third

year participants (47% said "things are getting better" in first

year, 58%in second, 53% in the third year).

Continuing participants in EFNEP were more likely to find that

"things were getting better" for them than terminated homemkecs;

34% of those who had been ptogressed out of theprorram saw i.h.i.ngs

as getting better.

CONCLUSIONS

The authors conclude that the point, of diminishing returns in the

EFNEP Program was reached after two years and that.continuing the

program for a third year was not beneficial. ,,
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AGRICULTURE

Gruen liagen, R.H. "The El ['ct of a ['knitted Communication Program on Change

Of ALL Lode and Knowledge of the Urba,p Dweller Toward Chemical s And

Pus c ides,' Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1969. (SNC pp. 78-79)

PRUGRAM DESCRIPT1UN

Thu program deal t with in this study was an urban educational pilot
pro ject,on the use and regulation of pesticides. The intended out-

comes idelnded: N change in attitudes of the urban middle class
toward pesticides, and an increase in knowledge of the urban midfle
class about pesticides.

The iu-o'ect was a joint effort between pursonntl from the Chemical,
Drug, and Pesticide Unit at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and ftlie
E:,.tkasion News Editor, Publications Editor, ,TV Supervisor, and Ex-.
tension-Specialists in Entomology , Plant Pathole y, Physiology, and
Vetetin:Iry Science. The program made use of spot announcements
and special programs on radio and television, a newsRaper article,
and an Extension Service pamphlet to reach the general public. The

project was conducted from August 26 to September 2, 1966, following

a well-defined theme. Three stations stving the Richmond, Virginia,-
study Area broadcast spot announcements 1 nning from 20 to 60 seconds.
Each station used the spots 30 times as b tween-programs or station
break announcements.

EVALUATION ,PPROACII/MET1101)

The pnrpoSe of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a
planned Extension,communications program in bringing about a change
in attitude toward and'knowledge of pesticides and chemicals on the

part of the selccted'audience.

Study groups were drawn from RicliMond and Roanoke, Virginia, with
Roanoke serving as the .control. The 1960 census tracts, supple-
mimed by related area information provided by Extension agents, were
used to determine. areas of middle and upper-middle-inCome dwellerg.
A statistical consultant set up random sampling within the limitations

that -interviewees live in unattached, single -unit dwellings, and that

an edual number of wile and female householdmembers he included.
were drawn to yield 600 "before" and 600 "all-Lr" questionnaires

in Richmond, and 200'"before" and 200 ,"after" questionnaires in Roanoke.

In each city, 50 post-treatment:samples were second interviews; i.e.,

were individuals whe !Ind been interviewed intthe'pre-treatment group.
The 'final count was 600 valid "before" and 597 "after" questionnaires
to Richmond; and 201 valid "before" and 213 valid "after" questionnaires

- in Reanoke.

The interviews were conducted by a professional consulting firm. The

questions' consisted of knowledge measures and attitudgauges regarding
pesticides and pesticides regulation. ,1

the'knowledge questions dealt with general (buying, uqing,'
and storing pesticides) knowledge, as well as "government knowledge"'

(regulations .and.legislation concerning pesti4des)., Likert-type
attitude questions dealt with "general views" (on the role of pesticides)
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;hid views on government regulations and legislation regarding pesticides.

Poi t to data were analyzed using a computer and Llkert's Inter-

national SCAV WNS used in assigning:numerical values to each response.

The significance of difference between percentages was determined through

the Use of Davies' test and the Chi-square test was used as was a student

"t" test.

VINDINCS

KASA (knowiedln attitudes, skills, aspirations)

Therewiry no significant differences in pesticide knowledge and attitude

levels in the two urban samples, i.e., Richmond 'and Roanoke, before the

mass media program.

The, total Roanoke (control.) group was found to have ).1 statistically

higher levet of general pesticide knowledge in the post-program inter-

views. Control area respondents averaged 3 78 and program area respondents

3.53 out of a possible score of 7.5.

There was no statistically significant'difference in the Richmond and

Roanoke samples in the post-test relative to government knowledgep.general

attitude and attitude toward government regulations.

There was no significant change in the re-interview group of either the

control or experimental group after the treatment.

The total Roanoke (control) group was found to have a significantly higher

level, of general knowledge in the post-treatment interviews.

The Richthond (experimental) group did not change significantly in pesticide

knowledge or attitude after the experimental treatment.

The 103 respondents reached by TV had a significantly higher "government

knowledge" score than did the 494 who were not reached. Scores for

general knowledge, general attitude, and government attitude remained

unchanged.

Other Program Related. Findings

The communications reached 140 people of the total sample (23.4%).

Of the media used in the program, televisior reached 17.25% of the sample,

radio 4.02%, newspaper 7.27 %, and the Extension publication 15.76%.

Pesticide use was not dependent on age or on place of early residence.

Pesticide use was'related to educational attainment. There were significantly

:_more non-users in the group that had not completed high school.

cONMSIONS

The experiMental program did.not produce the- desired changes in knowledge

and attitude-: of a middle'And uppet-middle class urban audience regarding

pesticides.
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4-H YOUTH

Mauk, Warren S. "The Galveston County 4-11 Youth Development. Project,"
Agricultural Extension Service, Texas,A & M University, College Station,
T(' d:-;, May 1975. 21 pp. (Report) (KAPPA pp. 125-127)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Galveston County Youth'Development Project was funded by the Moody
Foundation for a two -year period to test a specialized 4-1-I program for
didvanulged, low-ineome youth. The author described disadvantaged
as "a topulation ... haying in common: (t) a low economic status;
(2) a low social status; (3) low educational achievement; (4) tenuous
or no employment; (5) limited participation in community organixations;r
and ((1) Ihnited ready potential for upward mobility. The chLaren
referred to as "disdvantaged" are predominantly Negro and Mexican-
American. The program structure provided activities involving psy-
chomotor, cognitive, and affective dimensions of behavior'. Activities
were individua.Cand/or,group planned and implemented to provide experi-
ences in planning and decision-making. . Emphasis waS:placed on utili-
zing the democratic processes. Activities were conducted by trained
volunteer adult leaders who worked with youth individually and in
small groups and included work in a specific project area .such. as in
vegetable gardening, foods, or clothing. The objective of the
program was to increase the personal competence and the self-esteem
of the participants. The essence of the program was a "performance
contract" agreed.upon and signed by the youth and,the youth leader,;
also involving the use of rewards.

EVALUATION APPROACH/MUHOD

The major objective of the study was to determine the impact of the
program. A secondary -objective was to determine which of'two types
of rewards was more effective: (1) payment in the form of gift.
certificates,uhat the vonth could exohange for items of value, versus
(2) .vmbolic rewar,, in the form of certificateS, pins, and ribbOns.

In order to determine the effect of the two types of rewards, two
experimental groups were established: one in Texas City, and the, other

in Galveston. An intact' School classroom was used as a control group.
(There was no mention of the size of these groups nor'a quantitative
description of their characteristics. Alsolthere was no mention as,
to how these groups were selected other than that they were *.to serve,
as experimental and control groups.)

All_groups were pre- and post-tested with two-instruments that yielded
scores on two constructs, feelings. of comiletence and self - esteem.

Competence was described,as 'personal cc:-..fpeterice or a feeling of

"I can do." The instrument was cpmpescd of four items with two re-
sponses that reflected opposite feelings. For example, the first
question wa.s, "Are you the, kind of'person that plans his life ahead
all the time or do yoilive more froin day to day?" The responses were,

"plan ahead" arid "live from day to day." The self-esteem jnstrument

was composed-,; fjifteen statements.to which the respondent indicated,

"like me" or "unlike me." One of the questions was, for example,'".1

really don't lik6 being a boy (girl)."
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A (iumstionn,, i re was ;Rim nit; tered 101 lowing, the program In order to gain

the yulit,'rtrte 1. I to varfous methods used. The data were aggregated

to form a "happiness Index." A fourth questionnaire was completed by

the volunteer leaders in pre- and post-test fashion for each member In

their 4-11 group; this form attempted to measure the "planfulness" of the

yout

.1' I NO f NCS

End kesu I Ls

t!,

There won. no statist ical ly significant differencesamong the groups on

the prctcht for both competence and self-esteem.- The mean difference

("net change") for the control group was approximately zero (-0.9) and

(-0.(,), while the mean differences for the experimental groups wore

greater than zero -- in fact, significantly different from zero.

Other Program Related Findings

Comparing the two experimental groups, which differed only by the type

of rewards given 'to their members,. there was no statistically signifi-

cant difference on the pretest nor on the mean differences ("net

change"),

11e !4tudy rerorted a correlation between "planfulness" change and Mem-

:ber satisfaction with the. adult volunteer leader.

The study reports that "Figure 4 gives correlations between pairs of

variables within the self-esteem, competence, and planfulness Sets.

In cach case the correlation between the pretest and the net change

is minus and highly significant."

"The highest ratings (of the "happiness index") were gin to the ,

'Activities' index indicating that the members were happiest when

involved in the 'doing' aspects of the project. The ldwest'ratings

were given to the 'Performance Contract' index which was the most

futtire-oriented and abstract aspect of the prOject. Even though this

rating was the lowest, it was placed 4.2 or higher on a 5-point scale

by both groups'...."

CONCLUSIONS-

With respect to the major objective 'of the study, that is, to determine

whether or not the program had impact, the author stated that "There

is good evidence that the procedures used in the project were effec-

tive in promoting imprOvementjn feelings of .competence...." And,

"These results support the research hypothesis and provide evidence

that the project's procedures were effective in improving self - esteem."

With respect to the compar,isen,. between the two experimental groups,

the author stated that:"This fi:nding tends to negate the hypothesis

that monetary rewards will-promote greater feelings of competence. .

The conclusion .is that, given themethods and procedures used, there

is no difference between symboli( rewards (pins, ribbons; certificates,

etc.) and monetary rewards .(gift certificates) in. enhancing feelings

of competence. The same statement applies to feelings of self - esteem."
4
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WIth regard to the correlatlons among self-esteem, competence, and
pLnfulness sets presented In Figure 4, the author stated that this
"... suggests that the project helped those memhersmost who had the
lowest pre-test scores..." that is, those most In need compared to
others..

The author concluded that even though the rating for the Performance
Con I. rict. Indek was the lowest, I t placed 44-.2 on a 5-point scale

"supporting the conclusion that the performance contract was well
accepted"



COMMCNITY DEVELOPMENT

Street , Paul. "What is .the Impact of the Indigenous Paraprofessional Com-

munity Developer: A Report on the Evaluation Phase of the Appalachian

Gtmmuttitv hnpact Prolocl of the Cooperative Extension ServIce,Unlversity of
Kentucky," Rur....iti of SchoorService, Lexington, Kentucky, 1973, I18 pp.

(Report) (KAPPA pp. I 0/4 -I HO

PROCRAM DESCRIPTION

The Appalahion Community Impact Project (ACID) was designed to demon-
.!:trate methods of improving condirions of life In selected "pockets of

poverty" in eastern Kentucky by employing locally-oriented persons as
community aides to work with the local residents in community develop-
ment efforts. Specifically, the Extension Service of the University of
Kentucky proposed to:(I) develop a set of recommended ways of working
with similar target groups throughout Appalachia; (2) define as distinctly
,rs possible the roles of community contacts/aides and the roles of pro-
fessionals in community development to determine how the roles of these
two groups can complement each other; and (3) determine the feasibility
of .pe'r'- tnently staff'ing such projects with subprofessionals in the Ex-

tension Service continuing education programs.
10

Three counties containing "pockets" of Appalachian poverty selected to

be representative of both coal mining and subsibtencarming cultures
in eastern Kentucky were assigned two locally recruited paraprofessional

community organizers specially trained as change agents. Their'function

was to stimulate community itwolvement and activity for the purpose of

increasing the quality of life in the various communities.

Each aide /contact was assigned to work in three communities (hollows) of

30 to 70 families each. The proCessional Extension staff acted as
"coaches" to the contacts as well as resources for them. The basic

emphasis was on having the community contacts serve to stimulate, but

not manage, community development programs.

The project was initiated in the of 1.969 with a supporting grant

from Federal Extension Serviqg and cont ued for three'years.

EVALUATLON APPROACH/METHOD

A longitudinal impact design was utilized with populations "constructed"

for the purpose of the study to represent Appalachian poverty. Eigh-

teen experimental communities were identified with the six community

,Iontacts being assigned three'eachoof these communities for intensive

community development work. Comparison communities were selected by

Cooperative Extension Service staff.

The theoretical assumptions of the study were that community develop-

,ment is an effective way of improving life because as people intensify

their social participation, they will come to share in, as well as

support, an improved lifestyle _for all:
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A '01 peleent AAMplIng of Alternating Male And female heads Of hOnn0-
holdn In the 18 eXpl.'rlMental CoMMAnitlen Wan compared CA a HIMITar

umuple from the comparison communities. Two age groups -- adults and

youth -- Wore Idon Lifted in each sample. The premeasnroments were
taken In the :wring of 1969 and the pot t:measurements in the spring
or 1912, Significance of dIfferonces was statistically verified.
Vdriahleu stied were Identified as measuring change In such areas as
mobility, Hoelolization, educational aspiration, alienation, and
moderott....

F1NOINCS

KAS,1 (knoWded.g.e., aspirat Ions)

Attitudes among adults showed that community loyalty Increased and
the life of women became more sociable at significant levels in the

experiMentat communities.

The fact that "modernity" scores for women in the experimental communi-
ties went up 'significantly, while they went down significantly for their
counterparts in the comparison communities prOvides a clear contrast
between the experimental and comparison communities after the treatment.

Youth in the experimental communities showed significant increase in
political sophistication, more selectivity in the activities they would,
and would not participate in, higher pay expectation, and a lower as-
piration for schooling.

End Results

Substantive change in living-level items for adults (such as family
income, increased numbers of homes with plumbing, and increased home

ownership) did occur at significant levels more often in-the experi-
mental communities.

1

Alienation was measured as having significantly risen for the men of
the comparison communities (and risen also, though nbt significantly,
for the comparison group women); by contrast, although it did not de-
cline significantly, alienation did decline instead of rise in the.

experimental communities.

CONCLUSIONS

The study concludes that some changes did occur in the experimental

communities. In all it appears that the householders of the project
area now. live by a higher standard, are:happier with their neighbor-

hoods.and their neighbors less likely to leave their communities,
are, more ready-to adopt the new, and are more confident in their neigh-

borhood's self-sufficiency.
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4 -H YOUTH

SubaiMa,. G. V. '"A Compare tve Study. Among 4-H_Girls of Four Years and Over,

- One'and Two-Near 4-H Drop uts and Non-4-WGirls of Ninth Grade, in":Ten
Selected.Communities of:Y'sconsin, to Determine Differences in SChool
AchieVement and 'Social:B hhvior." "Doctoral Dissertation, The University of,

,Wisconsin, 1961 (.SMC pP;135-236)

'PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Authorities on ,4-H have'asserted that, while'it in no sense'replaces
stikciol work, it promotes scholarsbip'in the classroom, and, that 4-H
members A.Q1ide mere superior students than4those not in 4-H. Similarly,

it has been said that 4-H develops.youthpinto self-reliant, well-behaved,
responsible/citizens. A.central element of 4- H is,project work, around

which many ,earning experiences are developed. Experie'nce derived from

projects i thought' to ,fostebr desirable traits of character and responsi-

ble citiz nship.

Previous/studies nye been -contradictory as'-to whether 4-H membership
increases school achievement and desirable personal and social behavior.

/

This #L137 is designed to determine if 4-H partIcipation, family
back round, intelligence, or all of them as a whole; distinguish

4-H embers from other students.

EVALUATJION APPROACH/METHOD

his'study is a part of a Longitudinal' Study of Ten Selected Wisconsin
Communities.. From the longitudinal study sample of 383ninth grade
girls from the ten community schools, Ihree subgamples were chosen:
those whehad 4-H -experience over four years; those who dropped out of
4-H after/bne and two years; and those who had 1-1-kier;beenf4-H girls.
Each subsample had 23 girls. As 23 girls had dropped out of 4-H after
one-to-two years, the other subsamples were made to equivalent size.

The tests used to estimate school achievement were: (1) the Metropolitan

Achievement Test, including measures of reading, vocabulary, arithmetic,
EngliSh and social studies; (2) sixth grade teacher questionnaire; and

(3) Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, of mental ability (age). Socidl behaviOr was
measured by: (1) components,from the teacher questionpaire (e.g., social
qualities, emotional stability.and willingness to work); (2) a Personal
andoSocial BehaviorsInventory (including feeling of belonging, and sense

of-worth); and (3) an InterestRecord.
-

Two null hypotlses were developed stating that there would be-no difference

in school achievement and social behavior between the three groups.

The data were treated by analysis of variance followed by Tukeys "W",

where the "F" value was significant.

FINDINGS
4^.

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills,aspirations)

On total achievemett on the Metropolitan Achievement Test,Ihe 4-H

(participation ofyfoUr years and over) girlsaveraged 365;7, the
95



4-H drop outs (of one to two years participatiJon) averaged 34/.1, and the

non-4-H girls averaged 341.1. These differences were not statisti-

callysignificant at,the five percent level. .

On mental age, the four year 4-H members and non-4-H members showed,

statistically significant differences,'while'the difference in

chronological age of the three groups'is not significant.

.End Results

The range of mean scores on sense of personal worth was small"(nbt

significant statistically) over the three groups, although 4-H had
4. the highest mean, followed by 4-H drop outs and finally non-4-H'efs

The same was true for the variable "feeling of belonging," where the

means were: four-year 4-H -- 11:35; .4-H drop outs after 'one to two

years -- 10.91; and non-4-H -- 10.75. .
j,

Teachers rated the four-Srear 4-H girls slightly'superior to the. ,other

two groups in social qualities, but the F value is not signilicant.

Teachers rated girls' willingness to work with 4-H.(foUr y) highest

4-H (one to two year) second, .and non-4-H lowest. The.F,value was not

significant.,

Means scores on emotional stability were very close.to each other,

fOUr-year.4-H girls' average scare occupying the top rank.

Other Program Related Findings

4

with

Teachers rated the four-year 4-H group to have the most favorable family

background, and. the one to- two -year drop out group to have better back-

gromidt than the non-4-H girls.

CONCLUSION

The principal conclusion from, this study is that it did not reveal signi-

ficant differences in school achievement and social behavior among the

ninth grade girls who had been 4-H members over four years, 4-11 drOp outs

after one to two years' experience, and those who had never been 4 -H members.

However, the four-year 4-H girls' nearly constant superiority on the mean

scores of the 23 variables of school achievement,mental,ability,and social

behavior. was "rather impressive.'
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HOME ECONOMICS
.1.

Boweri , Jean,et A. "Influence of a Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP)
on Inf nt Nutrition in East Harlem," JourgAl of the .American Dietetic As-
sociat on, April, 1978, Volx 72, No 4.-6 pp. (Article) (KAPPA pp. 160-161)

f

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.
cs .

This EFNEP program involved providing nutrition eddcation to homemakers
whose infanps attended the well-baby clinic atMetrop)olitan HoSpital
in East Harlem arid /n some cases, received home visits from nutri-1 ,

tion Aides. :The purpose of.the-program, was: to improve infant nutri-

/
ion by encouraging their mothers to feed infants formula rather than

whole. cow's milk ,during the first six months, of life; develop famil-
iarity with a large number of, foods in infants six to 18 months of age;
ante to prev'ent iron.deficiency anemia'by encouraging good food habits
and obtaining regular well baby care. Homemakers enrolled in the East ,1

HarleT Nutrition'Education Program -(n=118) with their infants com-
posed this program's participating groupwho received 'nutrition goun-
seling on infant feeding over ap 18-month period. Nutrition aid

'visited the homes Of the study. group component of this group on ,
regunr basis and reinfOtced the,piutritional advice given during the
homemakers'' Clinic visits. Program participants were all low-income
,p2ersons' whose sroup thnie composition was 50 percent Puerto Rican,
32 percent biack,:and 26 other (Haitian or Spanish speaking).

'EVALUATION APPROACH/METROd
1

.... .

,
, 1 .

The purpose of the,evaluation Was -ko assess the families whose infants
attended, the well-babyclinic, and in Somecases received hOme visits
from nutrition aides, to determine if there was any evidence of"extra
benefitkto infants,already receiving good .medical' care. The evaluation
design included designating lip loW-income, primarily black, and Puerto \ ..-^

Rican,homemakers and their infants-as members O'f either a study group
(n=57) or a ontroligroilp (n=61). All 118 families received nutrition
education f the clinic nutritionist as part of their'Well-baby '.

visit . Only he study grouptwas vi4ted in their homes by nutrition
aides feinforced the nutritional adVice received atilithe clinic.
ALA-lions to be answered included whether infant/nutrition could, be
iMprOVed aid whether there :ups an extra benefit ((nutrition improve-
m nt)-derived fiom aide visits. Specific areal{ to be analyzed were:
:co parison of formula consumption with whole. cbw's milklconsOmpbtion,
t theastire ern.ouvgement ipt formula consumptIbn by the infant'ea* ,'
in months when whole cow's milk became part of the diet: analyze variety
scores (one point for each different type of food); and.analyze risk
of iron deficiency anemia to be measurea.by hemoglobin tests done
during several clinic visits. Data collection methodology for dietary
information was 24-hisur recalls' by mothers of food their babies had
.eaten as recorded by the clinical nutritionist. For aide-interven-
'tion data, aides kept Jogs, of all visits from which'pertinent data'
were the numbgr of visits when the 'study group homemaker was at
home and the number'of vfsits.at which nutrition was discussed.

FINDINGS

Practices

'Homemakers visited by aides delayed intrddUction 'of cows milk to'in-
fantg four:to eight months in age in -both black and Puerto Rican ethnic
groups. This, finding demonstrated a trend,and.wts not statistically,
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significant. Analysis of the yariety, scores fpr food consumed;were

consistently higher by one food category in every time period for

,the study group. These differences were statistically signifi6ant

for only months 2, 3 and 5 - 7. Also, these results were dde.&) very

tearly introduction of solid foods to infants whose mothers
i
had aides.

This was a ieflection of aide bias to solid foods and may Or not

be positive.
'

End Results ir

Seventy percent of study infants were. at low,risk:to'anemia Xahile 56

percent of colotlol infants were at

Other Program Related Findings

There are positive effects from progralh participation such as in7

volvement in community affairs by-the homemakers.. Also, these types

of grass roots programs are a potential resourgkfor health

education and health services with broader needs.of fa lies, especially

40/ where early development of good food habits is concerne3.

CONCLUSIONS
c

Nkition ides reinforced nutritiolveducation offgred by professionals
,

g .

to iMprOv the diets of infants and to'reduce their risk of iron de-
r

ficiency nemia.
'4
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HOME ECONOMICS

Honnold, ,Robert-and Karin Kristiansson, F. Aline Coffey, Barbara Gunn and
Emma Yancy. "Cost Effectivehtss of-Three Nutrition Eddcation Delivery Svtems,"
The txtengion Service, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, 50 pp.
(Report.) 1981 (PDEMS)

.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The project sought to ihcrease participation of food stamp families
in Extension's Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP)
and to compare the cost effectiveness of three alternate delivery
methods'in reaching and educating iural and urban food stamp families. vN

Objectives of the projects were for recruited program pareicightaito
increase: their knowledge And understand rg of basic.nutritioptheir
acceptance of recommended meal planning anfood 1/47shoppincticest ' 1

their acceptance of recommended nutrition practices including avoidance
of excess sugar; 44a41, their adequacy of diet i!tt terms, of food consump-7

tion relative to f6hr food groups:,

1,

4 -ThdCmain purpose of this Vermont Extension Service--Nevada Extension
Service project .was to compare Aer typical EltEPsone-to-one or small-

r ." group teSching approach to delive y method's which might reach a greater

number of food Stamp program participants while helping them to dpcide
to purchase and consume.more nutritious'food. v

t

', ).

The altcna,te educational aelive.ry methods. tested in the two states were:
(1) television anA diregt mq,P, mini- tessons with telephonic instruction

by EFNErd paraprofeui ponal a
a

es (135-180 clients per aide); (2) tele-

vision nd direct dell mini-lessons, tifth no-contact by ElliEP aides; .(?) con-
ventional ,instruction in one-to-one''or small-group situations by Eli ,1'-

aides (30 up to 60 'clients per aide); and, (4) a control group of foot
i

stamp participants with no exposure to the EFNEP pregr4m. .
.

1

es

. , ..
I

.

Teaching. materials produced
,

for the 'program were comprised of 12' /-
direct Mail leSSOns,:10 TV snows of f6m 15' to 30 minutes, 12 letters,,
and two 60-second TV gpft annapnceplents.H . .

The program was cOnducted dnring a three month period in r980 with rural

food .Stamp fhmilieg in Vermont and. u41 t1 food stamp families in the area of,, . ,

Las egas,' NeVada.' Food stamp recipients- who had-no-preliious exposuvN

to EFNEP made up'fthe population_ofthe project,andience.
. .

.,.

Ann pncementS of opportunity to parti4pate in the nutrition education
pr ject ware 'm fled to all food stamp recipients int,,yermoneand in .

th ;Las Vegas, 'Nevada, ar'ea.,'' Each' person wild .mailed back a card ('in
irreont.,;.5,010;7persons. returned cards, and ins, Nevada, 1,237 persons re-

/ ;, '.1

urnedfegrdsr2;seceived a letter wip.in,Cormation on 'dates and times .

'. of ,t11 '"`TV- ShOb.and the\pUtritbon lesSons'that would be mailed to them

...,-/thfring.Alie,project. .26
mi.

Ey4 LUATION, API?12 AM/METHOD y, 1 r '

.,, . .

No

Enclad6d'wit,h t e letter fron project staff,containing, program infor-,A
,.- ,64

maten,,was , an evalua4ionpre-test instrument: In VermOnt,,Z,903 persons

"cOMIeted and telnrned the pre-test OestIonnaire and were thus enrolled
._,..
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formally into the program. In evada, 670 persons returned the pre-

tests and were formally enrolled nto the prograM (more than 3t066
children were also included iM the program through being in the pro-
gram families). Participants were randomly assigned 'to each of the

experimental groups.

At the end. of the three month instructional prOgram,
7
participants and

cOntroll group members completed post-test questionnaires identical to
tlit pre-test questions about nutrition, food preparation and foo4
selectiolw Changes in,food and shopping practices were measured by
clidht's retrospective, seff-reported behaCior prior to and after
their program participation (i.e., these data were collected after

1

the program)... Changes in diet were .theasured by pre- and post-test
food consumption recalls: Instrqments were screened f(A'sixth to
,seventh grade readability and examined\by low-inceme makers.

In,Vermonv, an average of 60 percent, of thoSe compleeing pre-tests
also completed post-tests. In Nevada, the comparable percentage was
47.

Among other analyses, the estimated learning effectiveness (LE) was
/ calculated for each educational delivery system.. .LE values indicate

percent shifts by respondents from incorrect anS4ers on the pre-test
"instrument to correct answers on the post-test.

FINDINGS

,KASA (knowledge, attitude, skills, aspiration)

'Statistically significant knowledge improvementiabout nutrition, food
selection and food preparation occurred among parpiclpants in all three
delivery. modes. All three delivery modes resulted in significantly
more lehrning than in the control grOup where, the learning effective-

ness (LE) score basedon pre-.and,.post-test differences was not signifi-:

cant. LE scores'for the four delivery modes are as follows: method 1

(TV, maired lessons and telephonic aide)', LE=.41;:pethod 2 (TV and c.

mailed lessons only), LE=.23; method 3 (EFNEP individual or group aide),
LE=.61; control groUp, LE=.12.3'

-

Practices A

t

Pivgram participatiti helpedtO increaseuq! of recommended shopping
and.planning practic*.(e"gr;making shopping lists) and nutrition vractices
le.g., Serving liver, using meat substitutes, and not eating candy and
sweets). %Significant changes were observed fa- ail.. three methods.

-A-

Measureme nts,pre-nnd post, regarding ednsumptio of food within the four
food groups, uhowed several significant. improvemend for each delivery
method but none among the control' group. For example, in V&Mont, the
percAtage or clientele consuming four *or more servings from the ve6table
aad fruit group were as foflowl;: Method 1: 15.2Z pre and 26.t4 pout;
Method 2: 15.6% pre and 41.7% post; Method 3: 7.5% pre and ,418,7%,popt.;
control: 7.8% pre and 4.7% post,

Comparisons were also made between tile three-month progress by ptogram
participants and average progress by EFNEP participants nationally over
six and twelve months of participation.
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17.

Other Program Related Findings

Costs per program family (participants who completed prk-tests and
received all informationl. were: Method 1: Vermont -- $42.00; Nevada'

$47.00; Method 2: Vermont -- $19.00; Nevada -- $35.00; Method 3:
Vermont -- $113.00; Nevada -- $109.00.

Frogrolm cost effectiveness (comparing cost per participant, with com-
posite, performance by participants) showed that Method 2 was most cost--
effective. While there was rittle difference between the number of
significant improvements recorded among clientele of cacti delivery
method (except for\LE values where Method 3 excelled), Method 3 was
more than twice as costly as Method 1 and three to five times as
costly as Method 2. Thus, delivery Mode 2 is most costeffective.
Delivery Mode 1 prOved to be Second in cost effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

Food stamp participants are willing tolparticipate in Extension education,

51

tritidn O grams. A well designed and implemented-multi-media program
can teach nutrition acceptably,well u) low-income famil1N in both
Aural and urban settings at a lower cost than one-to-one or small-group
methods.' Mass media methods have a place in' future EFNEP progra,as
they greatly decrease the program cost per participant while decreasing
only slight13. overall improvements in nutritional learning and practices
among program participants. dr

Some combination of all three delivery modes in the study,taitored to
participhnts' motivations, need and educational lqvels,may be mo:t.,
cost effective in nutrition education.

9
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ACRItULTURE

Scherer, Clifford W. ;'Differential Knowledge Gain Among Wisconsin Daii-y,men:
'A Field.Experiment," University of Wisconsin Ek'tension, Madison, Wisconsin,
1977. 36 pp. and attachments (Summary of Thesis)-(KAPPA pp.2W-30)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOM

A direct mail educational campaign was undertaken bythe auth9r in
order to communicate to selected dairymen in Wisconsin the importance
of subclinical or "hidden" mastitis. and ,the tool, the-Somatic Cell
Test, currenEWavailable to detect the disease. The author conductel
the educational.effoft,in orderito examine Various hypotheses related
to the effeetivenets_of direct thailingS-in increasing knowledge and
to the differential gain of knowledge among different types of farmers.
Direct mail techniques are frIquentlyemployed by extension prOgrams;
the author's research was intended to improve extension educational
efforts.

An educational campaign concerning hidden mastitis was directed at
dairy farmers in four Wisconsin counties. The educational program
had four objectives:

)

0.), To increase awareness of the', problem of hidden mastitis;

0°.
(2) To intrease knowledge about,mastitis (three- specific facts were

to be commun Ica ted ) ;

. (3) To increase awareness ,of early.dellectIon syst7110s (specifically,
the Somatic Cell Test);

(4) ,Tio increase knowledge abOut the Somatic Cell Ast (fourfagts
to be communicated).

Slx weekly direct matt pieces Were se1M to randomly selecteq/farmers
during Aprti, May, and June or 1976.

EVALUATTQN APPROACD/METHOD'.

, .

The anthor sought.to test threv. hypotheSes.relevant to dincet mall
camp:11'0s as an educational vehicle;

I '

(I) That. 0 direct mall eampo ,n could be effective to increasinW
knowledge among dairymen;

( 2) TIM titt' Dairy Ilprd Improv'ement Assactatipn

Extension sponsored asspe In I ion) would generally thow metre
p,ains in 'knowiiidgc than nonmembers;

(3) knowledge gain about 4 prohlimen notntlxnE would.bo
elated whit both osponnvo io tho trontmont and knowtodgo nhont
the prob1 6 11 in dentgndd to nolvo;

105
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To test the hypotheses, the author utilized a post- test -only control

group design... A random sample of 4l5 lirymen living in 'four Wisconsin

counties wlis assigned,- to either the e imental or the control group,..-

The experiniental group received .1 soy of six weekly mailings con-

cerning hidden, mastitis. .Mailings co ,unleated tl,e infortation outlined

in the objectives of theeduCational campaigt. One weak aftbr the final

newsletter, personal interiaiews were conducted wite the selecte6, fat:Mers.

As the report summarized results of the author's dissertation research,

full information concerning the sample procedure, interview techniques,

and so on was not proxided. _In particukar, the discrepancy between the

4l5 farmers identifiedlas rihe sample and the 342 response actually f

analyzedf'was not 'explained.

farmers' knowledge concerning light mastitis issues was examined:Th

te'st fordifferential,k6owledge gain among the experimental group and.

within the experimentalproUp of farmers who were or were not members

of the'DIITA.

4
FINDINGS 4

e 4

KASA (knowledgk. attitudes, skillt, aspirations)

1
N

Findin6 in twoareas shed light on Ektensian activities, First, the

success of the direct'mail technique In increasing knowledge- wits tested.

The author reports that "as a group, those receiving the expet4mer3 til

treAment show significantly higher knowledge and'aWareness in all
eight measured variables" thad farmers Jaot exposed to tilt: mailings.

The eight variables were :wart ess pf, and knowledgie about, the Somatic,

\--Celt Test and mastitis, ,econo c loss due to, and prevention (f mat:tit:is

Experimental and eontrcri h .o means (tested with i_be r rhtio) showed

sLyalficantty higher scores for the.experiMental gropP-'111111_ 'eases

(p .005).' Effect, of preylous Extenslon'ef?orts were measured through

differential knowledge levels of farmers participating in the Extention

sponsored DMA program:. "members" knowledge scores were consistently

higher than nonmembers -for all eight measures.

th,hor Program Related pfidings
4

The hypothesis that DillA members would leari more than npmemberslk
beesune of their higher. levels or educatton, sr0 nl:4e, and ne'on,

wan not 'nupported. The author noted that "in on. y two Of the eight

vartablen wan DHPA knowledge gain significantly greater than others."

',However, -though not !It:at:Laically significant, all chAnges its know-

ledge were in the appropriate direction, with exposed-DHIA members;

scorlm Wher in knowledge than'nonexposed wemberci. The author nug-

y0ritr n 'ceiling effect may be present w.ith -regard to DMA meAluerirr

knowledge !venues.

The hypothehs that .gain in kuowtedge of a solutAn wan associated

yith problem knowledge was not clearly suppo'rtrd,

CONUUtiiONS

Paced on his findings of knowledge gain subsequeL to expOaure to 4

direct mail cammaign, the author concludes that Extenalon agents can

expand their audience by mailing to dairymen not previously rJached

and, by doing so, they can succ.ssfully increase such dairymen's knmt-

ledge. . .06
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irent ,9 Curt and J. Conrad .1r. " 1 he Develepr.ent anti Evalutt. ion
of a S.eric,: ofEducat,iopal Experience!; De::1).,,nod to Effect. Chnre: in

At.titude.7t Toward the :Aged." .ricultural rxto'w:to Sofyicc,
V;ort,h, Carolina State Cniver:;ity, orth Carolina, 1977 110 pp
(Repor t) (KAPPA p. 148-150)
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"The purpose' of tit pro j et' t to dovelop anJ evaluate AW -

kllivene.;!:
of .o terfo,.. oLeduyational c::perience:: in chat:si,inw,...

--t-ent.;' at t I u(1,-; t t ht. 111 duc:it ion.t 1 expkr tly ,,,r,
!qun,- 1- 1,..11 .kieve 1 opt:0 t o t hi! :body' and coin; I :;tud qt
two-hour .,('-`; it/1M col irrIr x t.qhhotir nUrrview :;1:;7; lore; .
The holy employed an oxprimental -t177;t4.1relt do!.7,4 gn that c!Itab 1 i!doed
rviirqe experimental *c,roup:;, one at t end thy, only the ;will nar one

t in,?; the ilttorvtows out y, and one part le !pat. it Ill. both experl-
onc7:. The fourth croup : :erred .;( contre 1 and d id iii' t ptictfrfpate

t t,v.t t e1

h.. education:I! experice:: were planned. and dveloped hvAlttl'
troined adui t. \A) unteets atterN recruited ter the

p<ce t_ I t :Ippear!.: that the youth we ro nOt aw,Ire that. they were
involved 1111 a utility ul lttitilde change , but etW,Up,ed to :1 pt'o lee(
1..11 l ed :"hc Amer lean Iter t ar,e Pro' e(i " "I t w.p; 41. e 1 t that youni;
people would he ro 1 Ito t t tot ery tow -otdor pet -lion:; it (pito.

\he MAde hi t Int ervj elm; . ' -At; .t part of the inteKvl irro 11-C t
h0 math Wore ad(ed to wi; It e a h iogranIc; of the prani they inter--

,eiewed. Vii I hht cur I 0.11.h.1 t do or iourii,1 l311 Lp.1
'VtAWere rck. ed to Willi. With t he ,Vehlh: 114,'()I1 . . . 1.11Uchly.11 01 I cf hit;
Akh 'I :Ind he 1 Ilkhr. t In col tn.indA,g ,

The population for OW; con:!;ted.ot 4-11 club memhor:;,betwoon
the ae', 0111 and 18 in North Ctrolina: Tho w.7; con-
duct ((I in nine count 1Y: lt Nor I h (:.it el 16.1,

INA1,11AIoN ,NmoACII/Itt:I11011

The 1 o 1 0W 1 lir, er;O' erpt trim, I 11,4 r,.1.1,1 the` potIpler and
Npot I cowl: t tow:, Adt11-(.7e, 11 III' 'NI_ 11,1V . 4%

1

"The oc(utt rat jult-po 'lc 01 thIn t Otiy tart to dot.(v.itt who( her
adoleaeen ftt ittittide-1 toward the aged colt 1 d he clia111-;e,1 Ito

pore 1 live 111 vt:ut toil . t hi-our.h 11 i. :)Mile',( odtwu lolui t c*xileultmee.t
,toti 1 1-tt10,1 upoe 11 11%11 IV t o chultgo :11,1 1 1,11,1o,,1 . A cu;c_ot1,1 purl-two.
W:111 iii (letctIfItice the 4,,t 4'0 leh 0,11 i Ovr,ititt:11 and
'1 ( 00:01 lona 1 c'tlataetel trot (olo I 0-1(:ent (1 were :polo(' 1_0,1

041 th <itt I t tt.1074 d o!..1;tf.1 t -he ;U-',,41 owl ut t1.1 tote (.11:11wp ,

The p'eraonal andior al(uotioti factora ataulled loctud: t:ouutv of

rttIdenor, art : ol OtAte, VACC, acx, ago, numher 01 htothera and/01 '

041a1era, htriSt order% 'ode In ac 001, whothor grandpavouto ;Ivo It

home, and inm,orte-In Illo. 'rho !At or Wiri Intendod to relloo_t_ "tho

/) degree to whIeb a petnN* experiences a SE11110, Or IticlAtiftW Ana phrpoge
in We." Thin outlook or attitude was measured by the !'Itrpcisr?'o1'
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fo 7;elcf A Nanple for itudy. the,r:tate WAN-. dividcd into throe geo -

Arc4:1 -- the mountain' :,. Alto Piednont. eoaItal aiu.

N I
P . oont were' !n 1 ye ritndo!n, three within each 'arca .

A

Cooperative Lxten!iion v.toh Onmnty were asked to recruit'n;,--

prxirlately 40 4-1I elub- rienber:: to participate to the prolcZ..t. " "?yocaw;e

'of the volun tary participation ot th youth. it VA!; not p4!;i-
1'lo to randoly ,:elect adole!;centi fro-: all the ,',-1: club !tenher:: in

,' the ,:onty" *After !;ocuring the partitApatsion of the you(hN. the

1:xtern,ioll avnt! "Arbitrarily a!;!;i1;ned" each toeither tl-le cy.pt%ri-

r.ontal group or the control )...roup. Thu'.; ono cocrnty in each yo;,---

1,;raphica1 Area had an v>iperimental ;..,roup that participatvd in 4 ricr14'%

of !;ix,!;ernin:tr. another 'county participated in An in-depth inforvie...,

,*Pctiettcc. And Another county participated inboth the rie,rtinar And

the 4,n-depth interview experience. Fach c,lunty hid it!; ,,,,.71 ,,%tiol

oup l'ot t y 4-1 lub- menilwrz in each 000nt,y part lc I p:itod In t 114-

;Jo 1,,!,:)./ Author ria-(ie, no ticnt ion of rile k!xt rut of In tor.-wt ion 1,4' -
Ile:Vett ZAlb 112l.:11. Al: rli:4:i the t-xperiment -II anti cont rol ffr.ouf,: out '; lac

. -

pro HCt part ic i.p.tt it'll.
.

.
. . A

/

All four ).-rounn, the thrt:. experiontal And our control, wt; re Prc-

lc

..Ind po!;tmea!rtired for their attitaide towArd the ay.ed le:iir. the 1,:ol....An

0.P. Attitude Se;11e. The Kop,An *race i!; 4 !.:cate of i4 .iket-tvpo
!Itatcvlont!,' About Older` perwt17: with whfich. re7;pondont arc a7;cd to

al.,,rop or di7;.wrce 011.4 ,:ealo Of ono to !:ix.

r1ND1NGS'

t.

L

KA!1A (I:tun:10(1E0, _at t t ncle; i r. Jowl )
, -

Fot each'of.the tr:4mont 6oupq.,:et cotnpare4 to the oontrol group,

w.1 a !Itati7Iticallv -:1Knificant chmu.le (.0, level) in Att(tude,4,.1

chlm--.4 in Attitude wa,1 ofro,.ted in Lew vninAr-totrrlvw,
romp fol I owed hy ,thr Serfi rfar rind the I ut v I eu- , " However,

when the,prrtertt !;c01-4.; rt colit IN 1 cd hy cm:at tince. 311.0 \-4 I tIii r
t.'.1!: .00 t 71 I y!tt l t leant ti l t f oronee I n tilt' :~nont Of h;ingo antow,
t I'll cc cNpUr rrollpq .11 the dif lc-Fetter, 11,7 t_wrch t 1 tit et
V Jct..' Atht I tit erV I 11.11- r.,(3t frit 0;1 I a II 3t1co

(P .10).

4ES:# v

the attolvni,i ,,icomed to inaitlIc that of tho perstoual/nituatio041 ta,c-

for!, mo:tonfrd, our 0i4r4(Artlnfle Win -;11:titfle:Intiv tolatod to Mle

Amount or chmwo ronliondfillrit :41titutivN tut 1110. The diara.ter4g-

tie of rnoo. i.thile nut qiOlfteAntiy tellted to ellIttKe 4( 1110 IgWot

did approleh that ifl1; i.e., .0)15-1. Wittkoo tegtered A01(terou,'e

or .19 oompared to till VtOnwhtfo:f. ,difference of 0lv ,Off,

*
tither Progr:imflci41.-dfAndfngn

"Prt;IOnnt ind 40 witionli thr 1ifiontinif4 whik:h

nretied to arroint for mkt,: h of tihr., V31- Clitt, tut Vt'Ot c114t t t tkjc!-I Wit

the Aged were Itncri otid 'put-poi:41 in itr,'"
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CONCLUSIONS

The authors concluddd that "adolescents' attitudes. toward. the aged
can 'be Changed'sighificantly-through.participation i any oneiof the
three educational experiences examined in this study," and 'that
Seminar7Interview,. the'Interview; or the,Seminht would be equally

. effective."'

The authors alSO:drew:concluaions reggrding the control yatiables:
. adolescent4-H Club members whbirippightV a moramositive'sense

of Aeariirig and purpose in. their Own liVet WAI%old more positive
. attituaea towarcrlife irk general` and toward the -,,aged Specifically.
Also, 'one wouldexpAct at the soceititaatioa encountered -by non -
white minority, groupsjirthe:Ameigan'society would have an impact
upon'Members' concept of self and purpose in life.Which; in turn;
should'influence attitudes"
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HOME ECONOMICS
/

Trent, C: and kiniaw, Rachel. "The Effectiveness of Three Media in bissi
mating BaSic7Information to,,4ow,Ipcome:Families," Center for Rural Resbrce
Development Report-No. 3,-North-cCProlina State University, Raleigh,.Npith
Carolina, 1976. 52. pp. (Retort) ,(KAPPA pp. 14-217)' f

I .

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.

This study presented an experimental nutritional informatiolydissem-
ination projece within the, Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Pro-

"tram (EFNEP) in North-Carolina. (The time period is not ;resented.)

The purpose of, the project was to impicove nutrition know edge and
practiCes amonglow,.income homemakers lin North Carolina

. The project was deliveredlby di'rect mailings of infor ation leaflets,
circular letters, and,cartoon booklets sent to sampl of EFNEP

.., participants. ..

, .
.

.

The EFNEP participant population consisted of 11 50 homemakers in 97
North Carolina tonnties.e . A computerized random selection procedure
selected the 18 .counties usfed in the, study. election was based.on
papUlation density'and geographic location. A random sample of 48 .4.

homemakers was take!'" from the list of EFNEP homemakers in each county.

hi
Twelve homemakers were randoMly assigned- teach of the three experi-

..-'.mental groups and the control grOup in ea9 county. (There is no
/

explanation given of participant dropoutirate, although the number, of
respondents varied:from 667 to 700.) /

I
,

i
EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

1

The general objective of the evaluation wasto deterMine and compare
.

--,-

r
the relative effectiVeness of tbethree media above used to dissemi-
nate:basic foods and nutrition 'formation to jow-incoMe homemakers.
`Specific objectives. of the study'included the following:

. .
. . .

.

(1)1 To develop a profile of /he EFNEP homemaker in North Tarolina.
based on selected char 6teristics;

11

(2) To determine the deg ee to whielh nutrition knowledge and prac-
tice change,was associated ,with various personal characteristics.
(e.g., age, educat'on,race, etc.);

(3) To determine and compare the amount, of nutrition knowledge and
practice change occurring in participants during the experiment
by the medium eceived;

(4) To determine/ omemakers' attitudes toward information leaflets,
circular leaflets, andecartoon booklets as educational communi-
cations media;

/

45) To determine the degree to which homemakers' attitude-toward
the medium received were associated with various personal
characteristics;

1
\

(6) To determine the degree to which homemakers' attitudes toward
EFNEP were associated with.the, medium ricaj

1

ed; .

lil ,
/,



The study utilized theteat-treatment-yetese-desig9. Data wereicol-

letted.by'personal interviews conducted by EFNEP paraprofessional

aides. The same instrument was used for "pre- anci, post-testing. ,(The,

time.interval between', tests is not presented.). 'The instrument was

pretested with three'*groups of low-income EFNEP homemakerd in two

counties not included in the sample. Analysis employed was the

least squareS.of analysis,of variance.,

FINDINGS

KASA (knowledge, attitudes, skills, and aspirations)

'there was a signAeficant change in nutrition knowledge among all home-

makers from pre- to post-test. For the experimental' group receiving

the leaflet the mean. pre-test score was 21.5 and the mean post-test
score. was 26:1 on a-scale of 58, for a mean difference of 4.6. For

those groups receiving the cartoon booklet and the circular, the

mean differences between pre- and post-tests were 4.3 and 4.5 respec-

tively. For the control group, the, mean difference between the pre-

and post-tests was 3:7. No one media. appeared to be more effective

than another in implementing changes in nutrition7knowledge.

The respondents expressing, the more p'ositi've attitudes toward the

medium received showed significantly more knowledge change than

those with less positive attitudes.

Practices

,There was a significant change in practices among all homem kers

from pre-test to post-test. The greategt change in practice oc-

curred withinthe experimental group receiving the circular tter,

followed by the group receiving the cartoon booklet. The con rol

group was third and the leaflet group was fourth. The mean differ-

ences between the pre- and post-test practice scores in order of

those groups with the greatest practice change to those with the

least are: circular letter grbup: 1.37; cartoon booklet group:

1.04;control group: 0.95; and the leaflet group: 0.80. No one of

the media appeared to be more effective than another in implementing

'changes in practice.

Other Program Related Findings
/

The "typical" North Carolina EFNEP homentaker participating in this'

study was more likely to be black, to be-less than 40 years of age,

a rural resident, to have had some high school education, to not

work outside the home, to have a positive attitude toward EFNEP, and

most often lived in a household with four other people.

There was a significant relationship in differences in knowledge gain

by geographical zone and-the medium received. Those participants in

the eastern zone in the state had a mean difference between pre- and

post-tests of 4.8 as compared with those participants in-the western

zone with a mean difference of 4.5 and in.the central zone with 4

mean difference of 3.5

112W
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The attitudes towiird all three media were positive, and there was no
.

signiiiicantfldifferen/ce in attitudes towards the throe 'media. Overall,
the leaflet received the highest attitud6.rAting, followed by the

.

circular lvteorph'd the cartoon booklet. ;''

CONCLUSIONS.

The major thrust of the study was to,determine whether nutrition
knowledge and practices of low-ineifte homemakers in North Carolina
could he changed significantly through t'he direct mailing of leaflets,
circular lttters, and cartoon booklets totheir homes, The analysis
revealed that there was a significant change in both nutrition knowledge
and practices among all homemakers in the study.from pretest -to pest-

test. The greatest, amount of knowledge change occurred within the
'experimental group receiving the leaflet, followed closely by the
circular,letter, and next by the group, receiving tbe.cartan booklet.
No one of the media appeared to be more effective than another in
effecting changes in nutrition knowledge or practice change, including

the control group.

The significant change in nutrition knowledge:and yractices.exhibited
by. the control group and the Consequent lack of signifidant difference

in nutrition knoWledge and practice change between the experimental
groups and the control group might be explained:by the fact that the,

respondentl were aware that they were participating in a research,
project and;through their desire to achieve, actively sought infor-

mation and learned on their own. Another explanation might be simply

an increased awareness of the subject matter stetming from the pretest.
Thus, one might conclude, that the leaflet, the circular letter, the

cartoon booklet,'and the assessment of nutrition knowledge and prac-

tices of homemakers would be equally effectivein effecting nutrition
knowledge and practice change in low-income homemakers.

112
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AGRICULTURE

Warren, Beal, G.M., Bohlen', and Uougen, R:E. "The Experimental Dealer

Training Programs" Rural Sdetology Reports 37 and 36, Iowa State University of

Science and Technology. 1266., (SMC'pp. 37-39)

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

An expeilmental training program was conducted for retail farm suppl'
dealers (general managers) tiho,sold fertiller and agricultural chemicals .

as two of their product linea. The prograM was cOducted by the Agrical-*
tural Extension Service at IOwa State University in cooperation with the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), It consisted of intensive training for
ten local retail farm supply and marketing dealers with the following.
intended outcomes: gains in knowledge by dealers in the areas of basic
business manvement and merchandiSing and the uses of fertilizer and
agricultural chemicals; provision of better advice from. dealers to farme'rs
regarding the use of fertilizer and chemicals; an increased volume, .

efficiency, and profits for dealers' business;, an increased volume and
marginal profitability,pf fertilizer and chemicals; and optimal use of
fertilizer and chemicals.by farmers.

The training program consisted of a fiveday workshop with a series of
followup meetings. The leaders included Iowa State University staff, re-
presentatives 'of TVA, the'National Plant Food Institute, the fertilizer
industry, a 'consulting firm, and a private retail dealer.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD
A

The, project was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the intensive
teaching approach for dealers in changing the fertilizer use practices of,

farmers. A treatment and a contral group of local fertilizer and chemical
dealers was established using critaria relating mainly to their volume of
sales of fertilizer ($15,000 And over during the year preceding the study)

their willingness to participate, and the location of their business (t
obtain relatively homogeneous fertilizer and chemical use patterns in the

area). A series of hypotheses were'constructed which postulated that
the treatment group members would change their knowledge, attitudes, and
perceptions regarding the management of their business, their roles as
advisers for their farder-customers, and the uses of fertilizers and
agrDcultural chemicals significantly more than the control group over the

three-year period.

A-reconnaisance survey was a)nducted in a nine-county area in north central

Iowa, which produced a total of 54 qualified dealers. A series of 16

variables were used-to select eight matched pairs of dealers from -this

group. One Of each pair was randomly selected for participation, while the
other was designated as a control. Two other dealers who requested to
participate were included in the treatment group, for a total of 10, with

eight control dealers. Due mainly to changes of managers within some of
the businesses, only four matched pairs were left intact at the end of a

three-year period,'

Personal interviews were conducted mith meMbers of both groups shortly

before the training began. Interim and terminal interviews were also
conducted, in which financial and operational data were collected about

their business, along with data on ,dealers' knowledge and attitudes in

the areas of management, fertilizer'.' and agricultural chemicals.
115 13



A random. sample of farmers from ,thee trade creo of each. doaler was inter-

viewed at the onts9X of the training, to obtain information about current

praeticea,sattitt
jObs, opinions, and informatiwq sources4concerninger-

taizertund agricultural chamicals.
.

.

, .f

,j
The differfmces between ,The treatment. and control groups, in their know-

ledge and attitudes regarding, fertilizer, sales .practice,A', their-roles in

relation to their farmer customers, and busines&mana6ement practices.wore

statLstIcally tested for signIficanee'using the t7test..

FINDINGS
4.

KASA.aSknowledile, attitudesi Skill_b-aspirations)

Significant differences were appqent in the treatment group members'
knowledge of planneclfertilfzer 'programs, the concept'of present, versus

future value of money, and of farmers' perception5Aif,factors limiting

fertilizer use. The control group showed no difference in the same time

period.

Fifty percent of treatment general managers increased their knowledge

scores in the areas,of fertilizer principles, demonstration purposes,

and chemical principles, while only 20% of. the, control group performed

similarly. The difference was not significant.

Eighty eight percent ofthe treatment group increased their knowledge.

of the functions. of management, as compared to 40% of the control group.

This was hot a significant difference.

Statistically. significant difference werefound.in the treatment group

members' greater degree of perception of the increased adequacy in pro-,

viding fertilizer informationto farmers, and.of the.impbrtance of the

fertilizer department to the total business. Attitudes of treatment

group members toward learning economic principles were significantly

different (on an attitu6 index) than those of the control group.

Approximately 38% of the treatment general managerS changed their per-

ceptions of the importance of the agricultural chemicals department to,

the total business, which none of the control group' changed.. This was

not statistically significant.

The perception of increased adequacy in providing chemical information to

farmers was found to be increased among 63% of the treatment group, as com-

pared to 20% of the control group. The difference is not significant.

Practices

The procedures used for allocation of advertising funds were changed by

the treatment group to" a significant extent as 6ompared.with the control

group.

The mean sCorefot the treatment general managers was larger than the

mean score for the contrOl.general managers on 13 business management

practices.

114
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Tho ;:1711t1 %mu not in flivor of elther'the:trentment or control genernl -

managers for four bustss Manageoenb techniques.

CONCLUSI.ON

or4

Pe general hypothede concerning the vens.of knowledge, attitudes,'
performnnee, general. Moungemtnt, firm nnd economic variables were not
sepported, ,,

,.

-a.

Within the limitation of sample size'and\lrength of training, the training
program brought anduichanges in selected areas of Rnowledge, aMitudes,
and performance. p:
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YVVkli i liett le 14'0, Uri feet I ydittiriti l .Paraproleasio-als in Wo'rking witI

L6q.-Invome VaMflies;. :An Experimental SOdy," Tho Craduate School, Syracuse
Oniversityt, Syracuse; Nt.;:w York, May 1974. 155 nu. (.Theairi) (KAPPA pp. 2'..qt-).6)

:.. 1
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1/1OGRAM 111.:111PTION ''' -.,. i . ,..... ,
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.. .

Thin'utody pronented oho USDA's'CooperatiVo Eltkimslon Expaaded Nod
apd,Nutrit4on Education ProgritM for.Low-IncOme Faprlien in an ,innor-

,

-
city COmmunity cif Now York Cley. The purpose of the program t'das to

HOME ECONOMICS

Improve nutrilion knowledge and loltavlor o1. low-Income el
The program (an del ivered by paraprolenalonl aides trained by an on-
site project 'Staff of tierce narlitonint.n. The aides conduCted per- '

atonal visits and'demiLtstrations for individnal homemakers as well as
for groups of. homemakers.

EVALUATION APPROACH/METHOD

The purpose of the study was to determine the relattamhips between
the paraprofessionals' knowledge and understanding of teaching-
learning strategies, the aVtitudes they held toward'the'job, their
job-related persistence an performance, the level of desired prac-
tices Attained,.progtim info 'motion recalled, and recognition of k

assistace received by program clientele.

Design of this' study,imAUded pre. and post-itests with comparison and
%

experimental groups of homemakers, served IA, a group. of paraprofes-
sional. aides., (n=20) who were also. pre- and post-tested. The expert-

mentahomemake Aam)le was taken from a total of 264 active clients
who had .each b en.ti gist by one paraprofessional in the program over

at least eight-month period of time and Who had had measurements

taken twice of .fir recall of nutritional knowledge and oftheir food

consumption behavior. A'17 percent random selection process was used
to determine a fynal sample.(n=76) of experimental clientele. Home-

4 makers in the experimental group were randomly assigned toeideq.
Sample homemakers.who had had only initial contact with paraprofes-
sionals and.who also had had the initial knowledge and food consumption
measurements. A random sampling procedure selected 13 homemakers fpr
comparison. A majority of thp comparison group sample. ad moved or
Were otherwise unavailable; thus, the small comparison group size
(n=13).

Data'were collected by personal interviews,from summer 1972 through
fall-winter 1972 -1973, conducted by college students' from the community.
Instruments used for the hoMemaker interviews included USDA family records,
24-hour food recall,"and the interview.' For the paraprofessional inter-.
view the instruments included interview-achievement schedules, an attitude
scale, and job persistence forms.

Various statistical analyses were utilized to profile the parapiOfes-

sional's knowledge and attitudes, determine significant differences in
achievement.between the two homemaker groups, and trindicate the degree
to which various paraprofessional characteristics were predictors of their
effectiveness with homemakers.

. .11
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FINDINGS

RASA (knowfedael_ attirudeai_skill .atipi_rationa)

The exporlipental group had a meat) of 4,26, 44 Ott etAttparitiOn gro p

1.5 4n.nntrifiouai knowledge scores , . ranre.0-5). There

-were significant differences between e;werimental and conty group

sCorea on five items of a seven-Item atitude3heholor sonle, Sdit.h

tht experimant.al women always attaining hLilho( 4C01411:4" 4

Pritetieen

The experimental group had a tnt an of 9.22, compare* to the .comiiar Holt

group most of 11.23 on' the groan toed consumption ncoren (p ,,10, range

0-12).

The experimental group cored 1.7.5 compared to 1.38 for, the comparl-

non group on nutritional level scores (p .025,range 0.4), .

Other Pro ram Related Findinan

Tfie paraprofessional variable,correlating most often and highly with

the criterion homemaker measures, wan knowledge of teaching/learning

which was ansociated with homemaker attitudes, behavior (r...52), hOale-
maker nutritional knowledge (r...41), and homemaker nutritional level

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental group had higher nutritional intakes and levels of

knowledge:than the control group.' With exposure to the paraprofes-

fficinals: favorable attitudes and specific behavior were identified.

There was a direct relationship between the paraprofessionals' know-

.ledge of teaching and learning at the homemakers' recall of the'pro-.

gram information ancLrecognitionof assistance received; attitudes

toward the job 411d homemakers' recall of program information; on-the-

,job performance and homemakers' improved nutritional practices. Para-

professionals who were studied demonstrated a capaCity to help

Arclientele imp cove specific practices, knowledge, and their families'

lives in mancrelated ways.
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